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The members of the family Pomacentridae
commonly known as damselfishes and
anemonefishes are a diverse group of marine
fishes found in tropical oceans, and have very
high demand in marine ornamental fish trade.
The family includes 29 genera and 350
recognized species living mainly in coral reef
environments. The subfamily Amphiprioninae,
have two genera Amphiprion and Premnas.
The maroon clown Premnas biaculeatus is
the sole member in the genus Premnas.
Premnas biaculeatus
P. biaculeatus is commonly known as 'Spine-
Cheek Anemone fish' because of the presence
of a pair of long spines on its pre-operculum.
Their most striking bright red to maroon
colouration on entire body and fin,
demarcated abruptly with white to golden
yellow narrow bands make them as one of
the most attractive species among the marine
ornamental clown fishes. P. biaculeatus has
wide distribution from Indo-Malayan
Archipelago to northern Queensland. In India,
this species is abundant in the coral reef
ecosystem of Andaman and Nicobar Islands
situated in Bay of Bengal, and the adults have
3 bright golden stripes, whereas all the
juveniles possess white stripes. Generally, it
is a peaceful fish for the reef aquarium and
spends much time among the tentacles of bulb
tipped sea anemone Entacmaea quadricolor
and occssionally found in Heteractis
magnifica, H. crispa and Stichodactyla
haddoni. In the international aquarium trade,
fishes having size range 3/4" to 3" fetch US
$29.99 to $59.99 and an adult pair costs US
$129.99. Most of the salt water ornamental
fishes are collected from the wild and hence
there is a serious concern  in respect of their
conservation. Recent studies also showed that
wild collected specimens have a dismal
survival history in captivity, whereas captive-
bred clownfish are generally hardier, more
disease free, easily adjust to life in aquaria
and retain normal colouration. Due to the very
high demand of the species in the aquarium
fish trade, development of an appropriate
technology for its captive production is felt as
an alternative means of providing fish for the
trade rather than wild collection which may
cause depletion of the stocks. In this juncture
a viable technique has been developed in the
marine hatchery of CMFRI, Kochi for the
captive breeding and juvenile production of
P. biaculeatus for the first time in India.
Breeding, larval rearing and seed production of maroon
clown Premnas biaculeatus under captive conditions
1197
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Pair formation and broodstock
development
Being a protandric hermaphrodite, fishes
having size 55 to 60mm (presumptive male)
and 120 to 140 mm (presumptive females)
were stocked in 500-litre FRP tanks for pair
formation along with host sea anemone (H.
magnifica). All the experimental tanks were
provided with biological filter and kept in the
hatchery where an incident light intensity of
2500 to 3000 lux was available. The fishes
were fed with wet feeds such as meat of shrimp
and green mussel at the rate of 15% of their
body weight twice per day. After a period of
3 to 4 months rearing, in each tank, one pair
grew ahead of others and became the
monogamous pair. The pairs thus formed were
then transferred to 500 litre glass aquaria for
broodstock development and provided with
H. magnifica. The broodstocks were fed with
wet feeds such as mussel meat, shrimp and
clam meat at the rate of 10% of their body
weight in split doses 4 times per day and also
provided live feeds : adult artemia and rotifers
after bioencapsulation with vitamins, minerals
and fatty acids. The female and male fishes
were also administered with estrogen and
testosterone respectively intramuscularly at
every 30 days interval to accelerate the
development of gonad (ovary and testis) and
sexual maturation. The temperature in all the
breeding tanks were maintained between 27
to 29°C and water was recirculated to ensure
water movement and water quality was
maintained with the aid of filter system. Each
broodstock tank was provided with tiles and
earthen pots as substrate for the egg
deposition.
Breeding and morphological changes of
egg
Few days prior to spawning, spawning
behaviour was exhibited and a nest site
adjacent to sea anemone was selected by the
pairs. The developed broodstock fish were
successfully spawned at 1500hrs on 27. 07.06
and the spawning lasted for one to one and a
half hour. A total of 115 numbers fertilized eggs
were obtained and the newly spawned
capsule shaped eggs were adhered to the tiles
or earthen pots with stalk. The eggs are bright
red in colour for  the initial two days (Fig. 1)
and as the embryo developed, these turned
to black on third and fourth day and thereafter
turned to silvery colour on fifth to sixth day of
incubation. At this stage the glowing eyes of
the developing larvae inside the egg capsule
was clearly visible when viewed from a short
distance. Incubation period lasted for 6 to 7
days at a water temperature range of 28 to
30°C. During incubation, the egg size ranged
between 2.8 to 3.5 mm in length with a width
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of 1.1 to 1.7 mm (Fig. 2). On the final day of
incubation the developing larvae occupied the
entire space in the egg capsule.
Frequency of spawning
In the present study under laboratory
condition spawning was achieved every 13
to 15 days interval giving an average of 2
spawning per month per pair and the number
of eggs varied between 115 to 1000 nos./
spawning/pair. Spawning was obtained 1 to
5 days before and after the full moon and new
moon.
Parental care
Both parents take care the eggs in day time
during incubation period and it involved two
basic activities viz. fanning and mouthing.
Fanning was achieved by fluttering the
pectoral fins and created a cooling effect
which helped to reduce the damage of eggs.
By mouthing, the parents removed the dead,
decayed or weakened eggs and dust particles.
Egg hatching
On the expected day of hatching, two hours
before sunset, the eggs along with the
substratum were transferred from the parental
tank to hatching tanks (100 liters). Mild
aeration was provided near to the egg cluster
to ensure sufficient water current for
oxygenating the eggs and provided complete
darkness. At a water temperature of 27 to
29° C, the larvae broke the egg capsules and
the hatchlings emerged tail first and peak
hatching took place shortly after sunset
between 1830 to 1930 hrs.
Newly hatched larva
The newly hatched larvae measured 2.5 to
3.6 mm in total length and each had a
transparent body, large eyes, visible mouth,
and a small yolk sac and is free swimming.
The mouth gape of the newly hatched larvae
Fig. 1 A pair of P. biaculeatus with newly
spawned eggs deposited on tiles
Fig. 2  Development of embryo on third
day of incubation
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ranged from 235 to 350µm (Fig. 3).
Larval rearing and feeding schedule
The larval rearing was carried out in the
hatching tank itself up to 20lh day of post hatch
(DPH). Soon after completion of hatching,
light was provided using (40W) bulb which
was hung 30 cm above the water surface and
the larvae were fed with micro algae Chlorella
marina and Nannochloropsis occulata in
1:1 proportion at 1.5 x l06 cells/ml. First day
onwards the larvae were fed with mixed
culture of microalgae (1.5 x 106 cells/ml) and
super small rotifer Brachionus rotundiformis
(6 to 8 nos./ml) up to 8th day. From 9th day
onwards, the larvae were weaned to newly
hatched Artemia nauplii (4 to 6nos/ml) along
with rotifer (6 to 8 nos./ml) and mixed culture
of micro algae 1.5 xl06 cells/ml. On 12th day
to 17th DPH, the larvae were fed with newly
hatched Artemia nauplii (4 to 6nos/ml). A
water temperature range of 27 to 29° C,
salinity 33 to 36ppt, dissolved oxygen 4.6 to
6.2 ml/1 and pH 8.1 to 8.6 were maintained
in all the rearing tanks.
Pigmentation
The larvae were transparent for initial three
days and became black on fourth day
onwards and the first sign of brownish
pigmentation appeared on 7 to 10th day of
post hatch. Feeble opercular white band
appeared on 11 to 12th day of post hatch and
feeble middle band noticed on 12 to 13th day
and feeble caudal band developed on 15th to
20th DPH. At 15 to 17th day of post hatch, all
the juveniles attained bright reddish colour and
most of the fry metamorphosed and began to
shift from partially pelagic to epibenthic and
started eating minced shrimp, fish flesh, mussel
meat, clam meat and formulated diets.
Juvenile growth
The juveniles attained 14 to 20 mm at 30 days
of post hatch (Fig. 4). At 45 to 50 days of
post hatch, most of the hatchery produced
juveniles attained adult colouration and
banding pattern. After 3 months of rearing,
the juveniles attained a size of 30 to 40 mm
(Fig. 5). As the juveniles were very aggressive,
they were culled to different groups (15 to
20 Nos. /250 liter tank/ anemone). On
attaining 30 to 40 mm size, 50 to 100 juveniles
were stocked in 1 ton FRP tanks fitted with
biological filter and provided 3 to 5 sea
Fig. 3  Newly hatched larva
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anemones per tank to ensure maximum
survivability.
Water quality maintenance
Maintaining good water quality and ensuring
slight water circulation is also found very
essential for better survival of larvae. In the
larval rearing tank 25% water was exchanged
daily with sand filtered sea water. Aeration
was provided at four corners of the tank
through the PVC columns covered with 200
micron bolting silk cloth and aeration was
adjusted to create a mild water circulation. In
order to reduce "head-butting syndrome", four
sides of the glass tanks were covered with
black cloth to avoid reflection of light inside
the tank. A low intensity light (40 w) was
provided to the larvae during day and night
to locate the feed and it also helped to keep
the larvae swimming towards the surface at
night rather than sinking to the bottom.
Through different experimental trials, various
hurdles associated with larval rearing have now
been overcome and hatchery production of
P. biaculeatus was achieved with 75 to 85%
survival at each spawning.
Prepared by : K. Madhu, Rema Madhu, G.
Gopakumar, C.S. Sasidharan and K.M.
Venugopalan, CMFRI, Cochin
Fig. 4 Thirty days old Juveniles of P.
biaculeatus
Fig. 5 Three months old Juveniles of P.
biaculeatus
Cultch preference and growth of remote-set spat of the
backwater oyster, Crassostrea madrasensis in varied salinities
1198
Remote setting is the method of setting larvae
of bivalves in distant areas, away from the
hatchery after transporting eyed larvae
(pediveliger) in cool and moist condition
without water. The advantages are that
hatcheries need not be established near the
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farms, transportation charges for cultch with
spat can be completely eliminated and loss
due to transportation stress can be minimized.
However farmers must develop simple
infrastructure to set the transported larvae
near the farm.
In India, the first success in remote setting of
edible oyster larvae has been done at CMFRI
in 2000 when larvae from east coast were
set at Cochin. This study indicated the scope
for developing this technique for edible oyster
Crassostrea madrasensis. In the present
study remote setting was done and
simultaneously the cultuch preference and the
growth of the spat in different salinities were
studied.
Remote setting experiment
Pediveliger larvae of 280 µm were transported
from Tuticorin Shellfish Hatchery of CMFRI
in low temperatures (22 to 28ºC) and made
to set at the Calicut Research Centre of
CMFRI after a transit period of 28 hrs. The
larvae were acclimatized in 32 ppt salinity in
10 liters of seawater for 30 minutes. After
acclimatization, when the activity of the larvae
became stable, they were released in one
tonne tanks at a stocking density of 5000
larvae per litre and provided with two different
type of cultch material. Empty oyster shells
cleaned, dried and aged and shells of the clam
Villorita cyprinoides were used as cultch.
The settlement pattern on the inner and outer
surface of oyster shell was also noted. Mild
aeration was provided and mixed feed of
Isochrysis galbana and Chaetoceros spp.
was provided to the larvae in 1:2 ratio. While
continuing the aeration, 50% water was
renewed everyday and the occurrence of
swimming larvae monitored.
When the settled larvae became visible after
19 days, their linear measurements were taken
and growth and survival monitored. An
experiment to evaluate the effect of salinity
Fig. 1. Remote-set oyster spat on oyster Fig. 2. Remote-set oyster spat on clam shell
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on the growth and survival of the settled spat
was done by stocking 50 spat settled on shell
clutches in salinities of 5,10,15,20 and 25 ppt.
The length and width of the spat was
measured using a digital vernier calipers every
15 days.
The mean and standard error were calculated
from the observed individual measurements
of the replicates. These means were used to
calculate the instantaneous growth rate (IGR),
which does not have time restriction. The IGR






where, Lnt is the natural log of the length at
time t and Lni is the natural log of the initial
length.
Results
The activity of the larvae during acclimatization
period ranged between 63.5 to 83.3% and
the average survival was 78.7%. Highest
settlement of 60% was observed on oyster
shell clutches (Fig 1). Settlement on tank
surfaces was 35.5% followed by settlement
on clam shell (Fig. 2) (Table 1). The %
settlement on the outer surface oyster shell
Fig. 3 Average IGR of remote set oyster
spat grown in different salinities
Fig. 4 Average length of remote set oyster
spat reared in different salinities
Table 1. Details of the remote set experiment on edible oyster
1 No. of larvae released (initial) 475000
2 Percentage survival after transit 78.7% (3,74,250 larvae)
3 Total no. of spat in oyster shells 5256 (60%)
4 Total no. of spat settled inside the tank 3117 (35.5%)
5 No. of spat in clam shell 392 (4.5%)
Total spat 8765
6 % of settlement 2.30
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was higher (76%) than on the inner surface.
The larvae measured 6.01 mm in 19 days and
reached 12.36 and 14.93 mm in 38 and 75
days respectively. The IGR in different
salinities varied with the highest (0.0182) and
lowest (0.0115) in 5 ppt (Fig 3). The mean
length of the oyster spat in different salinities
were noted (Fig. 4) and the highest mean
length was in 15 ppt. Survival was 100% in
all the salinities during the 34 day experimental
period.
The study indicated the scope for remote
setting of oyster larvae. This can be taken up
as a collaborative venture with the State
Fisheries Department wherein the setting
facilities can be developed as a common
facility where major oyster farms are located.
The survival and good growth of the spat in 5
to 25 ppt salinity indicates the scope for
starting oyster culture during September-
October itself along the west coast. This can
result in two crops instead of a single crop.
Reported by : Kripa, V., P. Radhakrishnan,
Sreejaya, R., Swarnalatha, P., N.P.
Ramachandran, Anasu Koya, A., Mohamed,
K.S. and P. Muthiah, CRC of CMFRI,
Calicut
Paphia malabarica and Pinctada fucata
are two commercially important bivalves of
India, the former as an edible resource and
the latter for the production of akoya and
mabe pearls. The seed production techniques
for these two bivalves has been developed at
the Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI.
Along the west coast of India, Paphia
malabarica supports a very good fishery.
Semi-culture or relaying of these clams by
clam fishers is popular and the potential for
clam maricultrue is also high since the domestic
and export demand for this clam is high during
the past two decades.
Remote setting is the technique of setting the
pediveliger larvae produced in hatcheries at
sites near the farm site away from the
production site. The method of transporting
the larvae is unique - they are sieved and
packed in moist cloth and placed in containers
under moist, cool condition without water.
The pearl oyster Pinctada fucata, though
found in the paars of Gulf of Mannar and Palk
Bay, has been found to have good survival
and growth along the west coast. The
experiments done on akoya pearl and mabe
production indicated a good potential for
Remote setting of the yellow clam Paphia malabarica
and the pearl oyster Pinctada fucata in India1199
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pearl farming. Availability of sufficient seed for
commercial ventures is a problem. Feasibility
of remote setting for the larvae of P. fucata
was tried at the Marine Hatchery of CMFRI
at Calicut along the west coast. Utilising the
shellfish hatchery at Tuticorin, growth and
survival of remote set spat of Paphia
malabarica and Pinctada fucata in the post-
set phase was monitored for 52 days in the
hatchery.
The pediveliger larvae of P. malabarica and
the pearl oyster P. fucata, produced in the
Shellfish Hatchery of CMFRI at Tuticorin
were used and the basic method of packing
larvae for remote setting was followed (Fig.1).
Two lakh larvae of the clam and 5000 larvae
of the pearl oyster were filtered and wrapped
in a moist cloth separately and placed in an
ice box at a temperature of 24 to 280C. Two
sets of 50,000 larvae of the clam and 1000
larvae of pearl oyster were transported in
water and in dry moist condition without
lowering the temperature and these were
treated as control.
On reaching the destination, after a transit
period of 26 hrs, the larvae were released
into seawater. Fifty thousand clam larvae were
retained in the same container for 48 hrs to
evaluate the survival in relation to time. The
activity of the larvae immediately after transit
were observed and the settlement percentage
was calculated. The settled spat were reared
in the hatchery.
For acclimatisation after the transit period, the
larvae were released into one litre of filtered
seawater and their activity monitored for 30
minutes. During this period the percentage of
active and inactive larvae at intervals of ten
minutes were monitored. After the activity of
larvae was stabilized, they were released into
rectangular FRP tanks of one tonne capacity,
half filled with filtered seawater. The standard
methods of rearing clam larvae and pearl
oyster larvae using filtered seawater was
followed for setting the larvae. Aeration was
provided in the tanks with clam larvae,
whereas the tanks with pearl oyster larvae
were without aeration and covered with dark
cloth.
Fig. 1 Remote set seed of the clam Paphia
malabarica produced at the Marine
Hatchery of CMFRI at Calicut using the
larvae from Shellfish hatchery at Tuticorin
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Both the species could withstand the dry moist
cool packing for a transit period of 26 hrs.
The settlement percentage upto 3mm spat size
was 2.3 and 5.7 respectively for Paphia
malabarica and Pinctada fucata larvae.
Complete mortality was observed for the
control in wet packing and dry packing
without lowering the temperature. The details
are given in Table 1.
The results indicated that the pediveliger larvae
of P. malabarica and P. fucata can be
remote set provided the transit period is less
than 48 hrs and the temperature below 280C.
The results imply the scope for developing
bivalve larval settlement in distant areas and
linking it with commercial farming / stock
enhancement programs.
Growth and survival of remote set spat
of Paphia malabarica and Pinctada
fucata in the post-set phase
Growth and survival of remote set spat of P.
malabarica and P. fucata in the post-set
phase was monitored for a period 52 days in
the hatchery. After 25 days the clams had an
average length of 3.57 ± 1.25 mm and the
Fig. 2. Flow chart showing the handling of larvae for remote setting
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pearl oysters were 3.76 ± 0.76 mm. These
were reared further at a stocking density of
60 spat L-1 till they became plantable size
(Fig.2). During the experimental period the
spat were maintained in salinity 31±3 ppt,
temperature 27±40C; 50% water changed
daily and aeration provided for 12 to 18 hrs.
Mixed algal diet of Chaetoceros+Isocrysis
+Nannochloropsis at a ratio of 1:2:1 was
provided in two phases.
The length, width, thickness and weight of the
spat were measured using a digital vernier
calipers and a digital balance. The average
and standard deviation were calculated from
the observed individual measurements. These
were used to calculate the instantaneous
growth rate (IGR), which does not have time
restriction.





where, Lnt is the natural log of the length at
time t and Lni is the natural log of the initial
length.
The average length and weight measurements
of the clam spat is given in Table 2 and the
instataneous growth rates (IGR) during the
52 days culture period in given Table 3. The
average biometric measurements and IGR of
remote set Pinctada fucata given in Tables
4 and 5 respectively.
Table 1. Details of the remote setting experiments on pediveliger larvae of the clam Paphia
malabarica and the pearl oyster Pinctada fucata
Sl Particulars Paphia Pinctada
no malabarica fucata
1 Number of larvae transported 2,00,000 5,000
2 Number of spat settled 4786 986
3 Percentage settlement of larvae 2.3 5.7
transported by moist cool (24 to 280C)
method (remote transport)
4 Control with water (temperature 28 to 310C) 100% mortality 4.1% settled
5 Duration of transit 26 hrs 26 hrs
6 Control without water and exposed to 100% mortality 100% mortality
ambient temperature (28 to 340C)
7 Survival in 48 hrs transit period by moist 100% mortality
cool method (24 to 290C)
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Table 3. Average Instantaneous growth rates of the clam Paphia malabarica at different length




8.86 0.016 0.025 0.041
10.56 0.015 0.009 0.046
Table 4 Average biometric measurements of remote set pearl oyster Pinctada fucata
Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm) Total wt (gm)
Days of AVG+STDEV AVG+STDEV AVG+STDEV AVG+STDEV
culture
30 3.56+ 0.76 4.48+0.90
45 5.48+1.58 6.98+ 2.08
80 8.28+2.08 9.76+2.22 0.060+0.038
125 9.48+1.27 10.91+1.41 2.44+0.27 0.015
134 14.85+3.05 18.13+3.32 4.2900+0.76 0.526+0.287
Table 2. Average biometric measurements of remote set clam Paphia malabarica starting
from one month after settlement
Length (mm) Width (mm) Twt (gm)
Days of AVERAGE + AVERAGE + AVERAGE +
culture STDEV STDEV STDEV
30* 3.57+1.25 2.76+0.74
45 5.38+1.41 4.05+0.98
80 8.86+2.19 6.07+1.38 0.11+0.097
122 10.56+1.33 6.80+0.78 0.14+0.073
172 11.87+2.54 8.22+0.98 0.25+0.12
1* (30 days after settlement)
The average length of the clam spat after 30
days settlement was 3.57±1.25mm and width
2.76±1.250.74mm. These spat grew to
8.86±2.19mm in 35 days. The average IGR dur-
ing this period was high 0.025 mm per day which
decreased to 0.01 mm per day thereafter.
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Remote set pearl oyster spat and clam spat
had almost the same length one month after
settlement. The pearl oyster spat reached 3.56
mm in one month after settlement and 8.28
mm in 80 days.
Remarks
The high initial growth rates and low IGR and
mean lengths after 80 day period in the
hatchery indicates that the spat must be shifted
to farm for further growth after one and half
to two month in the hatchery. The overall
results of the experiment point to the scope
for developing remote setting as an
intermediary technique for providing seed for
farmers and also for stock enhancement or
conservation programs. The protocol for
nursery phase has to be developed and the
scope for increasing the percentage survival
has to be investigated.
Prepared by: Kripa V., Sreejaya R., Shiju
A.A., P. Radhakrishnan, P. Swarnalatha, A.
Anasu Koya, Mohamad K.S. and P. Mutiah,
CRC of CMFRI, Calicut
Clams belonging to family Veneridae are
commercially harvested from several
estuaries and coastal areas. Paphia
malabarica commonly known as the yellow
foot clam or textile clam is an important
resource and supports a commercial fishery
in their places of occurrence. The natural
habitat of this clam is the marine zone of
estuaries where the subtrate is clayey-sandy.
These semi-hard textures of the subtrates
facilitate easy burrowing compared to very
hard rock substrates. Usually these clams
Surival of remote set seed of the clam Paphia malabarica : Effect of
continued submergence and short term exposures to salinity variations
1200
Table 5 Instantaneous Growth Rate (IGR) of length, width and total weight of the remote set
pearl oyster Pinctada fucata at different mean lengths during the nursey rearing phase in the
hatchery
Average IGR-Length IGR-Width IGR-Thickness IGR-
Length (mm) (mm/day) (mm/day) (mm/day) Weight (gm/day)
3.56 0.029 0.030
5.48 0.021 0.017
8.28 0.014 0.011 -0.138
9.48 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.040
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burrow with their strong foot and the two
shiphons will be at the surface. Because of
this particular habit they are found in high
densities. Another adaptive feature of these
clams is their movement. Though sedentary
they can move by pressing the foot and turning
the shell.
Clams are exposed to wide varations in
salinity in their natural habitat in a tropical
estuary especially during short spells of intense
rain. Sometimes the almost freshwater
condition in the estuary may last for 10 to 15
days, followed by a long period of high saline
condition. One of the major issue therefore is
the tolerance of the seed clams to such salinity
fluctuations.
Globally clam mariculture is a very popular
aquaculture activity. The seed for farming to
a great extent comes from the natural bed but
in many countries the hatchery produced clam
seed is farmed. Most farmers also have
adopted the convenient technique of remote
setting the seed. Remote setting is the
technique of setting the pediveliger larvae
produced in hatcheries at sites away from the
hatchery usually near the farm site. The
method of transporting the larvae is unique -
they are sieved and packed in moist cloth and
placed in containers which can retain the
larvae in cool condition. After reaching the
farm site the larvae are released into tanks
and provided with mixed algal diet and reared.
After a short nursery phase, the seed clams
are reared in trays or planted  in the ground
to be harvested later.
In the present experiment pediveliger larvae
of P. malabarica produced in the hatchery
of CMFRI at Tuticorin were remote set at
the Calicut Marine hatchery complex after a
transit period of 26 hrs. They were reared in
the hatchery and before transferring these
clams to the field two sets of experiments
mainly to i) evaluate the effect of continued
exposure to different salinities ranging from
0 to 35 ppt and ii) evaluate 10,15,20, and 25
ppt and subsequent revival in ambient salinity
of 35 ppt were conducted to understand their
tolerance to variations in salinity.
Seed clams which were set in the hatchery
with a dorso-ventral measurement (DVM)
ranging from 6.5 to 10 mm and total weight
of 0.78 mg were exposed to salinities of
0,5,10,15,20,25, 30,35 ppt. Their behaviour
and mortality was studied in each of these
exposures. The experiment was conducted
for a period of 28 days. The stocking density
was @ 10 clams L-1. All the clams were
exposed to uniform variation in temperature
which ranged between 22 and 280C. The
baby clams were fed with Isochrysis @
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Effect of short term immersion ranging
upto 3 days to low salinity conditions such
as 10,15,20 and  25 ppt and subsequent
revival in ambient salinity of 35ppt.
Seed clams of DVM 7.49 to 8.43 and weight
0.016 to 0.103 g were exposed to 10,15,20
and 25ppt for 3 days and then replaced to
ambient salinity of 35 ppt. The stocking
density and the feeding schedule were the
same as that of first experiment. The
behaviour of the clams and mortality were
recorded daily.
It was observed that within 2 days there was
no mortality, but by 3 days, 2.5% mortality
was observed in 10 ppt. Mortality increased
to 10% in 4 days and 12.5% in 5 days and
without further mortality. In 15 ppt, in 4 days
2.5% mortality was recorded and there was
no further mortality. The clams exposed to
20 and 25 ppt did not show any mortality
throughout the experimental period (Fig. 2).
The first experiment showed that clam farming
/ ranching using seed of Paphia malabarica
of 6-10 mm can be done only at sites where
the salinity>25ppt. If low saline condition
prevails, the seed must be removed within 10
days. The seed clams can tolerate exposure
to low saline conditions upto 48 hrs at different
percent survivals. Such exposure will result
in 12.5% mortality in 10 ppt and 2.5%
5.0 x105 cells day-1 and the feed was provided
in two instalments. Water was exchanged on
alternate days. Replicates of all the treatments
were  maintained as per the experimental
procedure.
Seed clams in 0,5, and 10 ppt had 100%
mortality in 8 days. In 15ppt, 100% mortality
occured in 10 days. In 20 and 25 ppt the
seed clams suffered 33 and 16% mortality
respectively in 10 days (Fig.1). In higher
salinities there was no mortality in 30 and 35
ppt salinity for a month. Throughout of the
experimental period when the clams were
alive in 0,5,10 and 15ppt the clams were
inactive and did not expose the siphon and
accept the feed. In all other salinities (20-35
ppt) the clams were active and showed good
filtration. Tolerance was low in smaller clams
of 6-7 mm than bigger clams of 9-10 mm.
Fig. 1. Mortality percentage of seed clams
when reared in varied salinities continously
for 10 days
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mortality in 15 ppt 48 hrs exposures to 20
and 25 ppt will not effect the survival of the
clams. Remote set clam seed were healthy
during the post set phase.
Remarks
The study indicated that remote set seed clams
can be transplanted for farming during a period
when the salinity variations are not high.
Evenwhen low saline conditions like 10 to 20
ppt persist in the field for three days there will
not be substantial loss, but continued
submergence in low saline conditions for more
than 3 days is detrimental to the clams. Hence
clam husbandry should be planned to avoid
such crop losses.
Prepared by : Kripa, V., Swarnalatha, P., N.P.
Ramachandran, Sreejaya R. and A.A. Shiju,
CRC of CMFRI, Calicut
Fig. 2. Percentage mortality of seed clams
during exposure to different salinities for 3
days and during subsequent revival in 32
ppt
Molecular taxonomy technique based on
phylogenetic reconstruction of mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) sequences developed by
CMFRI was successfully applied to ratify
species identity of one beach cast baleen
whale, which was in fairly fresh condition and
unambiguously identify another one, which
had decayed beyond recognition. Genomic
DNA was extracted from their skin tissues
and the mtDNA PCR products were cycle
sequenced and species identity was confirmed
using a dedicated portal for cetaceans, Wit-
ness for Whales (www.dna-surveillance.
auckland.ac.nz) containing sequences from
specimens of whales, dolphins and porpoises
identified by expert taxonomists and Blast
search of NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/).
The sequences were deposited in the GenBank
under accession numbers EF057442,
EF057443 & EF057444.
One of the whales, measuring about 20 m in
total length, was stranded on 17th July 2006
in Kundugal near Mandapam (Gulf Mannar)
and was identified as a male blue whale
Species and sex of two baleen whales identified from
their skin tissues using molecular approach
1201
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(Balaenoptera musculus) by examining its
morphological characters and external geni-
tals. Species identity was confirmed using
phylogenetic reconstruction. The other, meas-
uring about 12m in total length was stranded
in the same area on 8th August 2006. It was
in a decayed condition making it impossible
to identify either species or sex using mor-
phological characters. Phylogenetic recon-
struction had positively identified this species
as Bryde’s whale (Balaenoptera edeni). Ap-
plication of PCR-based gender identification
method developed by CMFRI determined the
sex of B. edeni as male and also ratified sex
determination of B. musculus based on ex-
ternal genitals.
The present work is significant mainly as it
proved the usefulness of molecular approach
to identify the species accurately and the sex
of beach cast/stranded marine mammals even
if the examination of the morphological char-
acters and external genitals of the carcas fail
to determine their species status and sex.
Further, these PCR-based techniques are very
useful for species identification and sex de-
termination of biopsy samples taken from the
live marine mammals.
Prepared by : P. Jayasankar, B. Anoop, V.V.
Afsal and M. Rajagopalan, CMFRI, Kochi
Thresher sharks are distributed circumglobally
in the Atlantic, Pacific, Mediterranean and
Indian Oceans. Thresher sharks include the
common thresher (Alopias vulpinus), bigeye
thresher (A. superciliosus), and pelagic
thresher (A. pelagicus), the former being the
largest. They are pelagic, inhabiting mainly
oceanic waters but they wander close to the
coast in search of food. The young may be
found in shallow waters, whereas adults are
common over the continental shelf. Unusual
landings of this shark by long liners were
noticed along the Malabar coast in 2005. The
details of its fishery and some observations
made on the biology are presented in this
account.
Gear
Thresher shark was caught by mechanised
long liners (OAL: 58'). The operation was at
a depth of 120-150m off Malabar coast. The
operations were conducted by the migrated
fishermen from Thuthur in Kanyakumari
District, Tamilnadu who were temporarily
based at Azheekal in Kannur. Nearly 40
First record of thresher shark, Alopias vulpinus,
from Malabar coast with note on its fishery and biology
1202
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mechanised long liners of 100-130 H.P. were
operated. Each long line had 300-600 hooks.
The boats remained in the sea for 15-20 days
depending upon the availability of sharks. The
fishing operation started in September and
extended upto the middle of June.
Fishery
The occurrence of A. vulpinus in the long
line catch was first observed in February,
2005 and subsequently in March-April and
December 2005 at Azheekal. Total shark
landing by the long line at Azheekal during
January to December, 2005 was 534 t and
the catch of A. vulpinus for this period was
32 t (6% of the shark landing). This species
contributed 25.2, 13.5, 9.8 and 8.1% of the
total shark catches in February, March, April
and December respectively. The annual effort
expanded by long lines was 681 units. The
monthly C/E of A.vulpinus varied between
217.3 kg in February and 46.9 kg in April
and the annual C/E was 46.3 kg (Table 1).
Biological observations
Total length of 104 specimens was measured.
The specimens were in the range of 132-381
cm and the modal length was 280-319 cm.
Fish of length 2 to 5 meters (10 to 16.5 feet)
are commonly observed in the fishery. The
size at birth is reported as 114 to 150 cm TL.
In the present observation, the male: female
ratio was found to be 1:1.18. Cuttlefishes
were the main food items observed in the
stomach.
Table 1. Monthwise catch (t) and effort (units) of Alopias vulpinus landed in long line at Azheekal
Month Effort Total Total Elasmobranchs Sharks Alopias vulpinus
(U) catch Catch % Catch C/E (Kg) Catch % C/E (kg)
Jan 80 54.632 27.3 49.9 27.3 340.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
Feb 75 74.944 65.6 86.3 64.7 862.4 16.3 25.2 217.3
Mar 52 87.421 62.0 69.7 61.0 1172.4 8.2 13.5 158.6
Apr 105 62.533 51.1 80.6 50.4 480.0 4.9 9.8 46.9
May 119 92.648 72.6 77.0 71.3 599.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jun 21 41.776 38.0 90.5 37.8 1800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jul 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Aug 41 58.331 53.0 89.5 52.2 1272.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sep 40 51.800 41.4 79.9 41.4 1035.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Oct 80 96.723 69.2 71.6 69.2 865.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Nov 45 52.125 32.6 62.4 32.6 723.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Dec 23 36.696 25.8 70.2 25.8 1120.3 2.1 8.1 90.4
Annual 681 709.629 538.5 75.2 533.5 783.4 31.6 5.9 46.3
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Length-weight relationship was studied using
78 specimens, out of which 32 were females,
ranging from 242-278 cm (45-57 kg) in total
length and 46 were males in the length range
of 258-310 cm (46-59 kg).  As the differences
between regression coefficients of the
sexes were not significant at 5% level, a
common formula for both the sexes have
been calculated as : Log W =
-3.9861+2.6921 Log L (r=0.9980).
The present account is the first report on the
occurrence of thresher sharks from Malabar
coast and this shark appears to be a potentially
new resource in the off shore waters of
Malabar coast. Being an unconventional
resource, the shark did not command good
price and were sold at Rs. 30-40/ kg. It is
quite probable that this species may command
better price in future due to demand for its
fins in the foreign markets. Good landings of
this unexploited species can be expected in
future when mid water long lining is conducted
in the offshore waters.
Prepared by : P.P. Manojkumar and P.P.
Pavithran, Calicut Research Centre of
CMFRI, Calicut
Spiny rock lobsters are distributed all along
the Indian coast, but the major landings come
from the north west coast bordering Gujarat
and Maharashtra that contribute about 70%
to the total landings in the country. Along the
north west coast, 95% of the lobsters are
caught by trawlers and landed at Veraval in
Gujarat and Mumbai in Maharashtra.
Commercial lobster fishery in Mumbai is
supported mainly by rock lobster, Panulirus
polyphagus. It is caught throughout the year,
but the fishery displays seasonal abundance
during September-December.
During September'06 an unprecedented high
catch (Fig. 1) of rock lobster was landed by
trawlers at New Ferry Wharf. On 2-9-06,
ninety-three trawlers landed about 8.8 t of
rock lobster with an average catch of 95 kg
per trawler. The fishing ground was towards
north west at a depth of 40-50 m and the
fishing continued for 8-10 days. The other
major catch on that day was ribbon fish (65.1
t) and sciaenids (55.8 t) but the prawn catch
was extremely poor. The total income
generated by lobsters alone was Rs. 50 lakhs,
which was about 50% of the total income
generated from the entire fish catch.
A total of 66 males were measured from the
catch on 2-9-06 and the size ranged between
145 to 385 mm with the mean size at 248
High catch of rock lobster Panulirus polyphagus
landed at New Ferry Wharf, Mumbai
1203
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mm. Ninety-seven females were measured
and the size ranged between 215 mm to 375
mm and the mean size was 264 mm. A catch
of similar magnitude was also observed on
16-9-06.
The catch was segregated at the landing centre
depending upon the size. The price at the
landing centre was Rs. 592/kg. Lobsters with
soft body and damaged body parts were
removed. Before weighing, the berried
females were squeezed to remove water from
the eggs. The catch was iced and packed
immediately in plastic crates to prevent any
damage.
Reported by : A.D. Sawant, J.R. Dias, K.B.
Waghmare and Sujit Sundaram, Mumbai
research centre of CMFRI, Mumbai
Fig. 1. Trawl catch of Panulirus
polyphagus at Mumbai
During the last two decades, clams were
exploited in large quantities from estuaries and
backwaters to feed shrimps cultured in the
commercial ponds along the east coast of
India. In recent years, clam meat is served as
a dish in hotels in places like Bangalore,
Exploitation of clam Meretrix casta in Gadilam estuary1204
Fig. 1. Clams transported in bags to the
fishing harbour Fig. 2. Clams in tubs arranged for depuration
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Kanyakumari, Chennai and Kerala.
Heavy exploitation of the clam Meretrix casta
along the bar-mouth of Gadilam estuary was
observed during March and April 2006.
About 80 to 100 men and women belonging
to Kodikkalkuppam, Suthukulam and
Devanampattinam were regularly employed
in handpicking of clams for two months.
Fishery starts early in the morning and extends
upto 11 A.M. Each woman could collect at
least two to three baskets of clams in a single
day and thus earn Rs.60 to Rs.90/- per day.
The men were engaged in transporting the
clams to the near shore areas. The clams were
transported by fish trucks to the Cuddalore
fishing harbour (Fig. 1) and sold to buyers at
the rate of Rs. 150/- per tub which will be
around 50 kg.
The clams, thus collected were kept in tubs,
arranged in rows and (Fig. 2) clean sea water
is filled up to the brim and allowed to remain
for 3 to 4 hours, for depuration. After draining
the sea water from the tubs, clams were
washed and loaded in trucks for transport-
ation.
Prepared by : R. Thangavelu, P. Poovannan,
S. Rajapackiam and S. Mohan, MRC of
CMFRI, Chennai
Groupers procured from the hook & line
landings are prefered for export. Nearly 3-5
sea food export firms situated in and around
Tuticorin exported Epinephelus tauvina and
E. malabaricus to China and Honkong since
2000.
As soon as the fish is caught its mouth is tied
tightly by nylon rope in order to prevent the
damage of air bladder (Fig. 1). Entire fish is
covered by polythene sheet over which ice
pieces are spread for onboard preservation
and brought to the shore for auctioning. After
the procurement at the landing centers, the
fishes are transported to the packing shed in
enclosed van by following the scientific
handling procedures. Fishes weighing more
than 2 kg are preferred and procured at the
rate of Rs. 150/- to Rs. 300/- per kg
depending on the size and demand.
On the export of Groupers from Tuticorin1205
Fig. 1 A view of grooper catch, mouth is
tied with nylone rope
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Then the top of the box is closed by the lid.
Entire thermocool box is tightly sealed by
cellophane tape. Subsequently these boxes
are transported to Kanyakumari from where
these boxes are air lifted to markets in China
and Honkong. This kind of export trade take
place round the year and the peak season is
between November and March.
Prepared by : G. Arumugam and T.S.
Balasubramanian, TRC of CMFRI, Tuticorin
A 21.1 ft dead female whale shark was
stranded at Kovalam in a multifilament
polypropylene net cast on 18th of July 2005
and was drifted ashore in the early morning
hours.
Reported by : V. Thanapathi, M. Ravindran,
V.A. Leslie, S. Ganesan, D. Pakkiri, A.
Janakiraman and M. Anbu, MRC of CMFRI,
Chennai
Rhiniodon typus landed at Kovalam fish landing centre1206
On 12.9.06 a whale shark got entrapped in a
trawl net while fishing off kollam at a depth of
46m. The fish was brought to Sakthikulangara
Fisheries Harbour. The male shark measured
445 cm in total length and weighed approxi-
mately 2 tonnes. Later it was sold for
Rs.1000/-.
Reported by : Sijo Paul, Kollam field centre
of CMFRI, Kollam
Whale shark Rhiniodon typus landed at Kollam1207
There was an unusual fishery of Babylonia
spirata along the Pulicat coast during Febru-
Unusual landings of live gastropod
Babylonia spirata along the coast of Pulicat1208
ary - March 2006.
The estimated landing was 78.5 t. Fibre glass
These groupers are weighed individually and
packed in thermocool boxes of different sizes.
In each box around 40 kg of fishes are packed
with ice pieces. Ice pieces are spread at the
bottom of the box above which a polythene
sheet is spread. Then the groupers are placed
and covered by the same polythene sheet.
Once again ice pieces are spread on the
surface of covered polythene sheet thereby
avoiding the direct contact of ice with the fish.
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boats fitted with outboard engine using
Navara valai was used for fishing. The catch
was sold at the rate of Rs. 55/- kg.
As a conservative measure, the village
Panchayat imposed a ban on this fishery as
bulk removal of this particular gastropod re-
source might result in the decline in the fish-
ery of not only gastropods but also other finfish
resources too in the habitat.
Reported by : R. Thangavelu and P.
Poovannan, MRC of CMFRI, Chennai
Heavy landings of (61.5 t) S. commer-
sonianus (Fig. 1) was landed by hooks &
line, mechanised gillnet, trawlnet and other
indigenous gears like Pannuvalai (gillnet),
Kolavalai (driftnet) and Pachchavalai
(castnet) at Kasimedu Fisheries Harbour
during January 2005 to December 2005
(Table 1).
Unusual heavy landings of Talang queenfish
Scomberoides commersonianus in Chennai coast
1209
S.commersonianus catches were landed by
hooks & lines operated at Chinnaneelankarai,
Chinnandikuppam, Nainarkuppam, Panayur
and Kovalam landing centres. In October
2005, S.commersonianus dominated the
catch, followed by seer fish and carangids.
The catches ranged from 50 to 200 kg per
boat (Table 2).
In Kovalam landing centre, heavy landings of
S.commersonianus, i.e., 3.8 t out of 6.0 t
were landed in 6 days (Table 3)
Table 2. Estimated catches of S. commer-
sonianus landed by hooks & line in different
landing centres during October 2005.
Centres Catch CPUE Effort % in
(t) (kg) (units) total catch
Kasimedu 3.6 11.9 303 25.9
Chinnaneelankarai 0.4 8.9 90 27.8
Chinnandikuppm 0.5 7.1 70 30.6
Nainarkuppam 0.7 4.1 171 16.4
Panaiyur 1.8 14.4 125 36.2
Kovalam 6.0 18.6 323 79.2
Total 13.0
Table 1. Catch of S. commersonianus in
various gears at Chennai Fisheries Harbour
during 2005
Gear Catch CPUE Effort
(t) (kg) (units)
Hooks & line 14.1 3.5 4038
Mech. gillnet 27.4 18.3 1494
Trawlnet 14.6 0.7 20087
Other units 5.4 1.5 3640
Total 61.5
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The value realized from the species alone was
Rs. 1.52 lakhs at Kovalam landing centre
during this period. In addition, they earned
approximately Rs. 30,600/- from other fishes
like seerfish and carangids etc. in 6 days.
Reported by : S. Rajapackiam, S. Mohan,
K. Muniyandi and A Devendra Gandhi,
Madras Research Centre of CMFRI,
Chennai
Table 3. Landings of S. commersonianus at
Kovalam landing centre









The gears operated off Kovalam were mostly
hooks & line operated from catamarans. The
size range of S. commersonianus (TL) was
75-110 cm. with mean size at 88 cm. The
weight range was 2.6 to 10 kg with average
weight of 4.0 kg.
A single specimen of the reef-associated
grouper, Epinephelus flavocaeruleus (Fig.1)
was landed at Keelakarai on 19-09-2006. It
was caught in a trap kept at a depth of 8m
near Appa island in Gulf of Mannar. The
species belonging to the family Serranidae,
named as Blue and Yellow grouper and locally
known as Manjel Kaleva in Tamil. It is
reported that adults have yellow fins while
small juveniles have about half blue and half
yellow fins.
The morphometric measurements of the
On the first record of the grouper,
Epinephelus flavocaeruleus from Gulf of Mannar1210
Fig. 1. Epinephelus flavocaeruleus
Fig. 1 S. commersonianus
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specimen are given below:
Total length : 39 cm
Number of dorsal spines : 11
Number of dorsal soft rays : 17
Number of anal spines : 3
Number of anal soft rays : 8
Total weight : 1.27 kg
It is distributed in Indian Ocean from Djibouti
south to Algoa Bay, South Africa (34ºS) and
eastward to the Andaman Sea and Sabang
island at the northwest tip of Sumatra,
including Mozambique, Zanzibar, Kenya,
Reunion, Mauritius, St. Brandon's Shoals,
Seychelles, Lakshadweep islands, Chagos,
Rodriguez, Sri Lanka, and Andaman islands.
This species is also recorded from the west
coast of India, using underwater visual
observations. However, it is not known from
the Red Sea or the Persian Gulf.
It is reported that juveniles of the species
inhabit shallow reefs, while, adults are found
in deeper reefs. A depth range of 10-150 m
is considered as the preferred environment
for the species. Epinephelus flavocaeruleus
was reported to grow upto a length of 90 cm
and attain a weight of 15 kg. It is believed to
feed on a variety of fishes, crabs, shrimps,
spiny lobsters, squids and small octopus.
Reported by : Molly Varghese, C. Kasinathan
and M.Seeni, Mandapam Regional Centre of
CMFRI, Mandapam
Palinustus waguensis commonly known as
'Japanese blunthorn lobster' and locally in
Tamil as 'Alkadal sivappu singera' occurs
usually at a depth of 100-200m and are caught
in deep sea trawls. But on 15.9.2006, three
females of P. waguensis were obtained in the
indigenous gear-'Nakku valai' a bottom set
gill net with a mesh size of 45-50mm. This
gear is operated at a depth of 5-10m for crabs
and fishes. The carapace length of the lobsters
ranged from 48-70 mm. They were reddish
brown in colour and the anterior margin of
carapace had red bands. The dorsal side of
the abdomen was with white spots. First
Unusual landing of Palinustus waguensis at Chennai
Fishing Harbour by indigenous gear
1211
Palinustus waguensis
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Estimates and trends of Marine Fish Landing
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It is well known that an informed fishery man-
agement regime should have a reliable and
objective information edifice that is built on
scientific principles of data collection system.
The resource monitoring system in vogue since
1950s is continually refined in consonance
with the changing marine fisheries scenario
being followed by CMFRI is acclaimed world
wide. One of the products of the resource
monitoring system is the resource wise and
gear wise estimation of landings of the ex-
ploited coastal marine fishery resources of the
EEZ along with the fishing effort expended.
CMFRI has been disseminating this informa-
tion from time to time through its various pub-
lications. This special publication is unique by
the way of not only providing estimates of
landings in the twenty year period from 1985-
2004 but also by depicting the trends in the
production of major exploited resources of
different regions of the country. This publica-
tion contains an introduction, methodology of
data collection, description of production
trends in each region followed by resource
CMFRI Special Publication No. 891212
antennae and legs possessed white bands.
This is the first report of P. waguensis in
indigenous gears from Indian waters.
P. waguensis is distributed along Indo-west
Pacific region, Honshu island, Japan,
Thailand, south west India and Andamans.
They have edible and ornamental value. In
Japan, these lobsters which form sporadic
catch are often sold to the public aquaria.
Reported by : S. Lakshmi Pillai and P.
Thirumilu, Madras Research Centre of
CMFRI, Madras
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wise estimates of marine fish landing from
1985-2004 in India and the coastal states,
namely, West Bengal, Orissa, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, UT of Pondicherry,
Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Maharashtra and
Gujarat. For each of the states, the annual
resource wise landings for the twenty-year
period from 1985-2004 together with land-
ings in each quarter of the year (Calendar
month based) are provided. Suggested read-
ing material is given that contains references
to sources of data earlier to 1985.
Title : Bibliography on tunas
Authors : N.G.K. Pillai and
Jyothi V. Mallia
Published by : CMFRI, Cochin
ISSN : 0972-2351
Year of Publication : 2007
No. of pages : 320
Binding : Perfect Binding
Tunas are highly valued food fishes targeted
by coastal fishers as well as distant water
fishing nations. Different species of tunas
occur in the neritic and oceanic waters and
are caught by using diverse types of fishing
crafts and gears. World tuna landings touched
the record high of 4.3 million t in 2005. Tuna
is the second largest product in the
international seafood trade constituting over
15%. Although they constitute less than 5%
of the world commercial catch by weight, they
contribute much by dollar value (US $ 5.3
billion). Tuna fishing and fisheries have
become priority theme while addressing issues
of development, utilization and management
of fisheries in India in the light of EEZ
regulations and other international
conventions. One of the highlights of the 20th
Book Review1213
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Annual Governing Body meeting of the
InfoFish was that of tuna fishing. Tunas are
expected to receive cardinal importance in the
Indian marine fishing industry in the coming
years.
Research and development efforts on tuna
and tuna fisheries in the country and abroad
have contributed to a rapid growth of
literature. A great volume of literature
documented over the years, remain scattered
in various national and international journals,
proceedings, bulletins, special publications
and post-graduate and doctoral theses. It is
extremely difficult for a researcher to access
information from these publications, especially
from the grey literature.
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute
has been giving due attention in documenting
bibliographies on various topics. The Institute
has published over a dozen such bibliographies
on various aspects of finfishes and shellfishes.
The present endeavour entitled Bibliography
on tunas includes list of references on fishery,
biology, stock assessment, tagging and
migratory studies, harvest and post harvest
technologies, trade, conservation and
management. The authors took all efforts to
include all relevant literature spred over 234
technical journals published from various
countries, in this bibliography.
The publication entitled Bibliography on
tunas compiled and edited by Dr. N.G.K.
Pillai, Head, Pelagic Fisheries Division and
Dr. Jyothi V. Mallia, Research Fellow
incorporated all the available publications
including websites related to this commercially
important group, so that a large spectrum of
researchers in this area would be benefited.
A total of over 2000 titles have been listed in
the bibliography under 8 separate sections.
In order to facilitate better utilization, a subject
index and author index has been included. The
introductory chapter gives field identification
of tunas from Indian seas followed by a brief
description of trends in world and Indian tuna
fishery, status of major species, tuna farming/
fattening, tuna breeding and its prospects,
fishing practices, processing, trade and
management of this highly migratory/straddling
group. In fact this preamble will facilitate the
reader to get an overview of the resoures
before jumping into the bibliography proper
dealt in the book. This bibliography is an
output of the Ministry of Earth Sciences, New
Delhi funded project on Tuna resources of
Indian EEZ - An assessment of growth and
migratory pattern. This publication will be
a useful information base for the future
researchers and students in the field by
enabling them to have a rapid survey of
relevant literature.
Reviewed by : N. Venugopal, CMFRI,
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 ¥…EÚ…∫… E‰Ú  ±…B +…ËÆ˙ ±…È M…EÚ {… Æ˙{…C¥…i…… |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú
 ±…B GÚ®…∂…: <∫]≈ı…‰V…x… +…ËÆ˙ ]‰ı∫]ı…‰∫]ı“Æ˙…‰x… |…i™…‰EÚ 30  n˘x……Â
E‰Ú +∆i…Æ˙…±… ®…Â {…‰∂…“ u˘…Æ˙… n‰˘EÚÆ˙  x…Æ˙“I…h…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ∫…¶…“
|…V…x…x… ]∆ı EÚ™……Â ®…Â i……{…®……x… 27 ∫…‰ 29ºC i…EÚ  E‰Ú ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â
§…x……™…… Æ˙J…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ V…±… |…¥……Ω˛ ∫…÷ x…Œ∂S…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B
V…±… EÚ… {…÷x…: S…GÚh… +…ËÆ˙ V…±… EÚ“ M…÷h…i…… §…x……™…‰ Æ˙J…x…‰ E‰Ú
 ±…B  x…∫™…∆n˘x… |…h……±…“ ¶…“ §…x……B Æ˙J…‰ l…‰* |…i™…‰EÚ •…⁄b˜
∫]ı…ÏEÚ ]∆ıEÚ“ ®…Â +∆b‰˜ b˜…±…x…‰ E‰Ú +v…:∫i…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â ]ı…<±∫…
+…ËÆ˙  ®…]¬ı]ı“ E‰Ú §…Æ˙i…x… b˜…±…‰ M…™…‰ l…‰*
|…V…x…x… +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜…Â EÚ… +…EﬁÚ i…EÚ {… Æ˙¥…i…«x…
+∆b˜V…x…x… E‰Ú E÷ÚUÙ  n˘x……Â {…Ω˛±…‰ Ω˛“ +∆b˜V…x…x… ∫¥…¶……¥… ¥™…Ci…
Ω˛…‰x…‰ ±…M…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ V……‰ b˜™……Â x…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘“ B x…®……‰x……Â E‰Ú {……∫… +∆b‰˜
b˜…±…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ∫l……x… S…÷x…  ±…™……* •…⁄b˜∫]ı…ÏEÚ  ¥…EÚ ∫…i…
®…UÙ ±…™……Â u˘…Æ˙… 27.7.06 E‰Ú 1500 P…∆]‰ı EÚ…‰ ∫…°Ú±… +∆b˜V…x…x…
Ω˛…‰ M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜V…x…x… BEÚ ∫…‰ ∫……f‰¯ BEÚ P…∆]‰ı i…EÚ V……Æ˙“
Æ˙Ω˛…* E÷Ú±… 115  x…π…‰ S…i… +∆b‰˜ |……{i… Ω÷˛B l…‰ V……‰ ]ı…<±∫…
+…ËÆ˙  ®…]¬ı]ı“ E‰Ú §…Æ˙i…x……Â ®…Â b∆˜`ˆ±… E‰Ú W… Æ˙B ±…M…‰ Æ˙Ω‰˛ l…‰*
|…l…®… n˘…‰  n˘x……Â ®…Â +∆b‰˜ |…n˘“{i… ±……±… Æ∆˙M… E‰Ú Ω˛…‰ M…B* ( S…j…-
1) +…ËÆ˙ ß…⁄h… E‰Ú  ¥…EÚ…∫… E‰Ú ∫……l… i…“∫…Æ‰˙  n˘x… ®…Â ™…‰ EÚ…±…‰
§…x… M…B +…ËÆ˙ S……Ël…‰  n˘x… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ {……ƒS…¥…Â ∫…‰ UÙ` ‰ˆı  n˘x……Â
®…Â ™…‰ Æ˙V…i… Æ∆˙M… E‰Ú Ω˛…‰ M…™…‰* <∫… +¥…∫l…… ®…Â +∆b˜…Â E‰Ú ¶…“i…Æ˙
 ¥…EÚ…∫…“  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ n˘“{i…®……x… +…ƒJ…Â ∫{…π]ı ∞¸{… ∫…‰ o˘∂™…®……x…
l…“* >π®……™…x… 6 ∫…‰ 7  n˘x……Â i…EÚ V……Æ˙“ Æ˙Ω˛… V…§… V…±…i……{…®……x…
28 ∫…‰ 30ºC E‰Ú ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â l……* >π®……™…x… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… +∆b˜…Â EÚ…
+…EÚ…Æ˙ ±…∆§……<« ®…Â 2.8 ∫…‰ 3.5  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…… M…™……
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 3
l…… +…ËÆ˙ S……Ëb˜…<« 1.1 ∫…‰ 1.7  ®… ®…“ l…” ( S…j…-2)*
>π®……™…x… E‰Ú +∆ i…®…  n˘x… ®…Â  ¥…EÚ…∫…“  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â x…‰ +∆b˜
{…÷ ]ıEÚ… i…EÚ EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ |……{i…  EÚ™……*
|…V…x…x… EÚ… §……Æ∆˙§……Æ˙i……
¥…i…«®……x… +v™…™…x… ®…Â  x…™…∆ j…i… |…™……‰M…∂……±…… Œ∫l… i… ®…Â |… i…
V……‰b˜“ u˘…Æ˙… |… i… ®……Ω˛ |…i™…‰EÚ 13 ∫…‰ 15  n˘x……Â EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â
n˘…‰ §……Æ˙ +∆b˜V…x…x… Ω˛…‰ M…™…‰ l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ +∆b˜…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… 115 ∫…‰
1000/+∆b˜V…x…x…/V……‰b˜“ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“* {…⁄h…«®……∫™…… +…ËÆ˙
+®……¥…∫™…… E‰Ú {…⁄¥…« +…ËÆ˙ §……n˘ 1 ∫…‰ 5  n˘x……Â E‰Ú  ±…B +∆b˜V…x…x…
n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……*
®……i……- {…i…… u˘…Æ˙… ∫…∆Æ˙I…h…
®……i……- {…i…… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â x…‰  n˘x… E‰Ú ∫…®…™… +∆b˜…Â E‰Ú n‰˘J…¶……±… ®…Â
¥™…∫i… l…‰  V…∫… ®…Â n˘…‰ |…¥…ﬁŒii… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“, ™……x…“ {…∆J……
EÚÆ˙x…… +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷ƒΩ˛ ∫…‰ ∫…∆¶……±…x……* +∆∫… {…J…  Ω˛±……EÚÆ˙ {…∆J……
EÚÆ˙x…‰ ∫…‰ +∆b˜…Â EÚ…‰ ∂…“i……¥…∫l…… |…n˘…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… +∆b˜…Â
EÚ“ I… i… EÚ®… Ω˛…‰ M…™…“* ®……i……- {…i…… ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ ®…÷ƒΩ˛ ∫…‰ +S…‰i…,
∫…b‰˜ Ω÷˛B ™…… I…“h… +∆b‰˜ +…ËÆ˙ v…⁄±…“  x…EÚ…±…x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…®… ®…Â
¥™…∫l… l…‰*
+∆b˜…Â EÚ… ∫°÷Ú]ıx…
∫°÷Ú]ıx… |…i™…… ∂…i…  n˘x… EÚ…‰ ∫…⁄™……«∫i… E‰Ú n˘…‰ P…∆]‰ı {…Ω˛±…‰ +v…&∫i…Æ˙
∫… Ω˛i… +∆b˜…Â EÚ…‰ ∫°÷Ú]ıx… ]∆ı EÚ™……Â (100 ±…“) ®…Â ∫l……x……∆i… Æ˙i…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* +∆b {…÷∆V… E‰Ú  x…EÚ] +∆b…Â EÚ…‰ +…ÏŒC∫…V…‰x…‰] EÚÆx…‰
EÚ“ o˘Œπ]ı ®…Â V…±… EÚ“ v……Æ˙… ∫…÷ x…Œ∂S…i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ {…⁄h…«
+∆v…‰Æ˙… EÚ… ¶…“ |…§…xv…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* 27 ∫…‰ 29ºC E‰Ú V…±…
i……{…®……x… ®…Â +∆b˜…Â EÚ…‰ i……‰b˜EÚÆ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ §……Ω˛Æ˙ +…™…‰* {…Ω˛±…‰
{…⁄ƒUÙ §……Ω˛Æ˙  x…EÚ±…‰ l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ 1830 ∫…‰ 1930 P…∆]ı…Â E‰Ú §…“S…
E‰Ú ∫…⁄™……«∫i… E‰Ú ∫…®…™… + v…EÚi…Æ˙ EÚ… ∫°÷Ú]ıx… Ω˛…‰ M…™…… l……*
x…B ∫°÷Ú ]ıi…  b˜®¶…EÚ
x…B ∫°÷Ú ]ıi…  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« 2.5 ∫…‰ 3.6  ®… ®…“
l…“* <x…E‰Ú ∂…Æ˙“Æ˙ {……Æ˙n˘∂…‘ l…“, +…ËÆ˙ +…ƒJ…Â §…b˜“ l…”*
®…÷ƒΩ˛ +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ UÙ…‰]ı… ∫…… {…“i…EÚEÚ…‰π… o˘∂™…®……x… l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ ™…‰
i…Æ˙h… EÚÆ˙i…‰ l…‰* ®…÷ƒΩ˛- ¥…¥…ﬁi… 2.35 ∫…‰ 350 µm l……
( S…j…-3)*
 S…j… 1 ]ı…<±……Â ®…Â  x…I…‰ {…i… +∆b˜…Â E‰Ú ∫……l… {…“.
§…™……E⁄Ú ±…B]ı∫… V……‰b˜“
 S…j… 2 >π®……™…x… E‰Ú i…“∫…Æ‰˙  n˘x… ®…Â ß…⁄h……Â EÚ…  ¥…EÚ…∫…
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 4
 b˜®¶…EÚ {……±…x… +…ËÆ˙ +∂…x…
∫°÷Ú]ıx… E‰Ú §……n˘ 20 ¥……ƒ  n˘x… i…EÚ  b˜®¶…EÚ {……±…x… ∫°÷Ú]ıx…
]∆ıEÚ“ ®…Â Ω˛“  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* ∫…÷°÷Ú]ıx… {…⁄h…« Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú i…÷Æ∆˙i… §……n˘
§…±§… E‰Ú W… Æ˙B |…EÚ…∂… (40 ¥……±]ı) EÚ… |…§…xv…x…  EÚ™……
M…™…… l…… V……‰ V…±……‰{… Æ˙i…±… ∫…‰ 30 ∫…‰ ®…“ >{…Æ˙ ±…]ıEÚ…™……
M…™…… l……*  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…⁄I®… ∂…Ë¥……±… C±……‰Æ‰˙±±…… ®…… Æ˙x……
+…ËÆ˙ x……x……‰C±……‰Æ˙…‰Œ{∫…∫… +…ÏC™…÷±……]ı… ∫…‰ 1.5 x 106 EÚ…‰∂…/
 ®… ±…“ {…Æ˙ 1:1 EÚ“ +x…÷{……i… ®…Â  J…±……™…… M…™…… l……* |…l…®…
 n˘x… ∫…‰ +…`ˆ¥……ƒ  n˘x… i…EÚ  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…⁄I®…∂…Ë¥……±… E‰Ú
 ®… ∏…i… ∫…∆¥…v…«x… (1.5 x 106 EÚ…‰∂…/ ®… ±…“) +…ËÆ˙ UÙ…‰]‰ı
Æ˙…‰ ]ı°ÚÆ˙ •… EÚ™……‰x…∫… Æ˙…‰]ı…Œxb˜°Ú…‰Æ˙ ®…∫… (|… i…  ®… ±…“ 6 ∫…‰
8) n‰˘x…‰ ±…M……* x…¥……ƒ  n˘x… ∫…‰  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ x…B ∫°÷Ú ]ıi…
+…]ı‘ ®…™…… x……ÏŒ{±… (|… i…  ®…±…“/4 ∫…‰ 6) Æ˙…‰ ]ı°ÚÆ˙ E‰Ú ∫……l…
(|… i…  ®… ±…“ 6 ∫…‰ 8) +…ËÆ˙ ∫…⁄I®… ∂…Ë¥……±… E‰Ú  ®… ∏…i…
∫…∆¥…v…«x… ∫…‰  J…±……B l…‰* ∫°÷Ú]ıx… E‰Ú 12 ¥……ƒ  n˘x… ∫…‰ 17 ¥……ƒ
 n˘x… i…EÚ  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ J……t E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â x…B ∫°÷Ú ]ıi… +…]ı‘ ®…™……
x……ÏŒ{±… (|… i…  ®… ±…“ 4 ∫…‰ 6)  n˘™…… M…™……* ∫…¶…“ {……±…x…
]∆ EÚ™……Â ®…Â V…±… EÚ… i……{…®……x… ÆÈS… 27 ∫…‰ 29ºC, ±…¥…h…i…… 33
∫…‰ 36 {…“ {…“ ]ı“,  ¥…±…“x… +…ÏŒC∫…V…x… 4.6 ∫…‰ 6.2  ®….±…“/
±…“ +…ËÆ˙ {…“ BS… 8.1 ∫…‰ 8.6 E‰Ú ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â §…x……B Æ˙J…‰ l…‰*
¥…h…«EÚi……
|…l…®… i…“x…  n˘x……Â E‰Ú  ±…B  b˜®¶…EÚ M…h… {……Æ˙n˘∂…‘ l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ S……Ël…‰
 n˘x… ∫…‰ ™…‰ EÚ…±…‰ Ω˛…‰x…‰ ±…M…‰ +…ËÆ˙ 7 ∫…‰ 10 ¥……ƒ  n˘x… i…EÚ ¶…⁄Æ˙…
Æ∆˙ M… |…i™…I… Ω˛…‰x…‰ ±…M…… l……* 11 ¥……ƒ +…ËÆ˙ 12 ¥……ƒ  n˘x… EÚ…‰
®…ﬁn÷˘±… |…SUÙn˘ |…i™…I… Ω÷˛+… +…ËÆ˙ 12 ¥……ƒ +…ËÆ˙ 13 ¥……ƒ  n˘x…
EÚ…‰ ®…v™… {…]¬ı]ı“ o˘∂™… Ω˛…‰x…‰ ±…M…“ +…ËÆ˙ 15 ∫…‰ 20 ¥……ƒ  n˘x… EÚ“
+¥… v… ®…Â {…÷SUÙ {…]¬ı]ı“  ¥…EÚ ∫…i… Ω÷˛<«* ∫°÷Ú]ıx… E‰Ú 15 ∫…‰
17  n˘x……Â EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â ∫…¶…“  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ |…n˘“{i… ±……±… Æ∆˙M… E‰Ú
Ω˛…‰ M…B l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ + v…EÚ…∆∂… {……‰x…… EÚ…™……∆i… Æ˙i… Ω˛…‰ M…B l…‰ +…ËÆ˙
¶…… M…EÚ ∞¸{… ∫…‰ ¥…‰±……{…¥…i…‘ ∫…‰ + v… x…i…±…EÚ ®…Â {… Æ˙¥…Ãi…i…
Ω˛…‰ M…B l…‰ +…ËÆ˙ ÀS…M…]ı, ®…UÙ±…“ ®……∆∫…, ∂…∆§…÷ ®……∆∫…, ∫…“{…“ ®……∆∫…
EÚ“ EÚ“®…… +…ËÆ˙ ∞¸{…… ™…i… J……t J……x…‰ ±…M…‰ l…‰*
 EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â EÚ“ §…f¯i…“
∫°÷Ú]ıx… E‰Ú 30  n˘x……Â §……n˘  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â x…‰ 14 ∫…‰ 20
 ®… ®…“ i…EÚ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« |……{i… EÚ“* 45 ∫…‰ 50  n˘x……Â ®…Â
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â =i{…… n˘i… + v…EÚi…Æ˙  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ {… Æ˙{…C¥… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â
EÚ“ V…Ë∫…“ ¥…h…«EÚi…… +…ËÆ˙ {…Œ]¬ı]ı™……ƒ |……{i… EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* {……±…x…
E‰Ú i…“x… ®…Ω˛“x……Â E‰Ú §……n˘  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â x…‰ 30 ∫…‰ 40  ®… ®…“ EÚ…
+…EÚ…Æ˙ |……{i…  EÚ™…… l…… ( S…j…-5)*  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ §…Ω÷˛i…
Ω˛“ +…GÚ…®…EÚ Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… =x…EÚ…‰  ¥… ¶…z… ¥…M……Á ®…Â ¥…M…‘EﬁÚi…
 EÚ™…… M…™…… l…… (15 ∫…‰ 20  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙/250 ±…“]ıÆ˙ ]∆ıEÚ“/
B x…®……‰x…)* 30-40  ®… ®…“ i…EÚ §…f¯ M…B 50 ∫…‰ 100
 EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰ V…Ë¥…  x…∫™…∆n˘ ±…M……™…“ M…™…“ BEÚ ]ıx… v…… Æ˙i…… E‰Ú
 S…j… 3 x…™…… ∫°÷Ú ]ıi…  b˜®¶…EÚ
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 5
B°Ú +…Æ˙ {…“ ]∆ıEÚ“ ®…Â ∫…∆¶… Æ˙i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ + v…EÚi…®…
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… ∫…÷ x…Œ∂S…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ]∆ı EÚ™……Â ®…Â i…“x…-
i…“x… ∫…®…÷p˘“ B x…®……‰x… b˜…±…‰ M…™…‰ l…‰*
V…±… EÚ“ M…÷h…i…… EÚ… +x…÷Æ˙I…h…
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… E‰Ú  ±…B M…÷h…i……™…÷Ci… V…±… +…ËÆ˙
®…∆n˘ V…±… S…GÚh… §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ + x…¥……™…« §……i…Â ΩË˛*  b˜®¶…EÚ
{……±…x… ]∆ıEÚ“ E‰Ú 25% V…±… EÚ…‰ Æ‰˙i…  x…∫™…∆ n˘i… ∫…®…÷p˘ V…±… ∫…‰
{… Æ˙¥…Ãi…i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* ]∆ıEÚ“ E‰Ú S……Æ˙…Â EÚ…‰x…‰ ®…Â 200
®……<GÚ…‰x… E‰Ú §……‰Œ±]ıM… Æ‰˙∂®… EÚ{…b‰˜ ∫…‰ +…¥…ﬁi… {…“ ¥…“ ∫…“
EÚ…‰±…®… u˘…Æ˙… ¥……i…x… EÚ… |…§…∆v…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ ¥……i…x… ®…∆n˘
Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B v™……x…  n˘™…… M…™…… l……* ""Ω‰˛b˜ §…œ]¬ı]ıM…  ∫…xb≈˜…‰®…''
EÚ®… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B EÚ…±…‰ EÚ{…b‰˜ ∫…‰ +…¥…ﬁi…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……*
 S…j… 4. 30  n˘x……Â EÚ“ +…™…÷ E‰Ú {…“. §…™……E⁄Ú ±…B]ı∫…  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙  S…j… 5. i…“x… ®…Ω˛“x…‰ +…™…÷ E‰Ú {…“. §…™……E⁄Ú ±…B]ı∫…  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙
J……t f⁄ƒ¯f¯  x…EÚ…±…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B  n˘x…-Æ˙…i… EÚ®… i…“µ…i…… (40
¥……±]ı) E‰Ú |…EÚ…∂… EÚ… |…§…xv…x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â
EÚ…‰ Æ˙…i… ®…Â +v…&∫i…Æ˙ ®…Â b⁄˜§… Æ˙Ω˛x…‰ E‰Ú §…n˘±…‰ >{…Æ˙“i…±… EÚ“
+…‰Æ˙ i…Æ˙h… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ¶…“ ™…Ω˛ |…EÚ…∂… ∫…Ω˛…™…EÚ  x…EÚ±……*
 ¥… ¶…z… {…Æ˙“I…h…- x…Æ˙“I…h……Â E‰Ú §……n˘  b˜®¶…EÚ {……±…x… ∫…‰ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i…
EÚ<« S……ËJ…]Âı {……Æ˙ EÚÆ˙E‰Ú {…“. §…™……E⁄Ú ±…B]ı∫… EÚ… ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……
=i{……n˘x… 75 ∫…‰ 85% EÚ“ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… E‰Ú ∫……l… +…V…
∫…°Ú±… Ω˛…‰ M…™…… ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<, EÚ…‰S…“x… E‰Ú E‰Ú. ®…v…÷, Æ˙®…… ®…v…÷, V…“.
M……‰{…E÷Ú®……Æ˙, ∫…“.B∫…. ∂… ∂…v…Æ˙x… +…ËÆ˙ E‰Ú.B®…. ¥…‰h…÷M……‰{……±…
u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı*
 ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â n⁄˘Æ˙I…‰j……Â ®…Â  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ( Æ˙®……‰]ı-∫…‰]ı) {…∂S…V…±… ∂…÷ŒCi…
GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+… ®……b≈˜…∫…‰x… ∫…∫… ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆O……Ω˛…Â EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ {…∫…∆n˘ +…ËÆ˙ §…f¯i…“
1198
 Æ˙®……‰]ı-∫…‰À]ıM… x…‰j… ™…÷Ci…  u˘EÚ{……]ı“  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â ({…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙)
EÚ…‰ V…±… E‰Ú  §…x…… ∂…“i… B¥…∆ +…p˘ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙x…‰
E‰Ú §……n˘ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ∫…‰ n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j……Â ®…Â {……±…x……l…« UÙ…‰b˜ n‰˘x…‰ EÚ“
Æ˙“ i… ΩË˛* <∫… Æ˙“ i… EÚ“  ¥…∂…‰π…i…… ™…Ω˛ ΩË˛  EÚ °Ú…®……Á E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……+…Â EÚ“ ∫l……{…x…… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“ +…¥…∂™…EÚi…… x…Ω˛”
ΩË˛, ∫{……]ı ∫… Ω˛i… ∫…∆O……Ω˛ ™…… EÚ±S… EÚ… {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x…  §…x…… |…¶……Æ˙
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∫…‰  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… n˘§……¥… ∫…‰ ∫…∆¶…… ¥…i…
x…π]ı EÚ®…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* {…Æ˙ {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i… ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ…‰
∫…‰]ı EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ ∫…Æ˙±… ∫…∆Æ˙S…x…… EÚ“ i…Ë™……Æ˙“ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â
EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ ∫…‰ Ω˛…‰x…… + x…¥……™…« ΩË˛*
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â J……t ∂…÷ŒCi…  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ… |…l…®…  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰œ]¬ı]ıM…
¥…π…« 2000 ®…Â ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<« ®…Â ∫…°Ú±… ∞¸{… ∫…‰
 EÚ™…… M…™…… V…§… {…⁄¥…‘ i…]ı E‰Ú  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ EÚ…‰S…“x… ®…Â ∫…‰]ı
 EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* <∫… ={…±…Œ§v… x…‰ J……t ∂…÷ŒCi… GÚ…∫∫……‰Œ∫]≈ı+…
®……b≈˜…∫…‰x… ∫…∫… E‰Ú  ±…B ™…Ω˛ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“  ¥…EÚ ∫…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“
|…‰Æ˙h…… n˘“* ¥…i…«®……x… +v™…™…x… ®…Â n⁄˘Æ˙∫l… I…‰j……Â ®…Â ∫{……]ı…Â E‰Ú
 ¥…®……‰S…x… E‰Ú ∫……l… ∫……l… ∫…∆O……Ω˛ EÚ“ +…‰Æ˙ =x…EÚ“ {…∫…∆n˘ +…ËÆ˙
 ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i…… ∫i…Æ˙…Â ®…Â §…g¯i…“ EÚ… +v™…™…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
 Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰œ]¬ı]ıM… {…Æ˙“I…h…
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… EÚ¥…S…|……h…“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……
∫…‰ 280 µm E‰Ú {…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰  x…®x… i……{…®……x…
(22 ∫…‰ 28ºC) ®…Â {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙
+…< E‰Ú EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â 28 P…∆]ı…Â E‰Ú ∫…∆GÚ®…h…
EÚ…±… E‰Ú §……n˘ ∫…‰]ı EÚÆ˙x…‰  n˘™……*  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ 10 ±…“]ıÆ˙
∫…®…÷p˘ V…±… ®…Â 32 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â 30  ®…x…]ı i…EÚ
{…™…«x…÷E⁄Ú ±…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ |… i… ±…“]ıÆ˙ 5000  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“
∫…∆¶…Æ˙h… ∫…P…x…i…… ™…÷Ci… BEÚ ]ıx… v…… Æ˙i…… E‰Ú ]ËıEÚ…Â ®…Â ®…÷Ci…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* ∫…∆O……Ω˛ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi… EÚ¥…S……Â +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“{…“
 ¥…±±……‰ Æ˙]ı… ∫……< |…x……‰<b¬˜∫… EÚ¥…S……Â EÚ…‰ ∫……°Ú EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ={…™……‰M…
 EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* ∂…÷ŒCi… EÚ¥…S……Â E‰Ú ¶…“i…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ >{…Æ˙“i…±… ®…Â
§…∫……¥… n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* ]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â ®…∆n˘ ¥……i…x… E‰Ú |…§…xv… E‰Ú ∫……l…
+…<∫……‰GÚ…< ∫…∫… M……±…§……x…… +…ËÆ˙ EÚ“]ı…‰ ∫…Æ˙…‰∫… V…… i…™……Â EÚ…
 ®… ∏…i… J……t ¶…“ 1:2 EÚ“ +x…÷{……i… ®…Â  n˘™…… M…™…… l……* ¥……i…x…
n‰˘i…‰ ¥…Ci… 50% V…±… EÚ…  ¥… x…®…™…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ i…Æ˙h…
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
§…∫……¥… E‰Ú 19  n˘x……Â §……n˘ V…§…  b˜®¶…EÚ o˘∂™…®……x… Ω˛…‰ M…B
=x…EÚ… ÆË˙  J…EÚ ®……{…x…  ±…™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ ∫……l… Ω˛“ ∫……l… §…f¯i…“
+…ËÆ˙ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h… ¶…“  EÚ™…… M…™……* EÚ¥…S…
∫…∆O……Ω˛…Â ®…Â §…∫… M…B 50 ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ…‰ 5,10,15,20 +…ËÆ˙ 25
{…“{…“]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â ∫…∆¶… Æ˙i… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú §…f¯i…“ +…ËÆ˙ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i……
®…Â ±…¥…h…i…… EÚ… |…¶……¥… V……ƒS…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ {…Æ˙“I…h… S…±……™……*
 S…j… 1 ∂…÷ŒCi… {…Æ˙ n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j… ®…Â  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ∂…÷ŒCi… ∫{……]ı  S…j… 2 ∫…“{…“ EÚ¥…S……Â {…Æ˙ n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j… ®…Â  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ∂…÷ŒCi… ∫{……]ı
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EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ®……v™… ®……{…x… EÚ…‰ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……,
 V…∫…EÚ… ∫…®…™…-|… i…§…∆v… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰i……* i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙
(+…< V…“ +…Æ˙) ∫…⁄j…
IGR =
 Lnt - Lni ∫…‰  EÚ™…… + ¶…EÚ ±…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……
t
V…Ω˛…∆, Lnt ∫…®…™… t {…Æ˙ ±…∆§……< EÚ… |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ ±……ÏM… +…ËÆ˙ Lni
|……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ ±…∆§……<« E‰Ú |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ ±……ÏM… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛*
{… Æ˙h……®…
{…™…«x…÷E⁄Ú±…x… +¥… v… ®…Â  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ ∫… GÚ™…i…… 63.5% ∫…‰
83.3% E‰Ú ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ +…ËÆ˙ +…Ë∫…i… + i…V…“ ¥…i…i……
78.7% l…“* ∂…÷ŒCi… EÚ¥…S… ∫…∆O……Ω˛…Â ®…Â 60% EÚ“ =SS…
§…∫i…“ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ ( S…j…-1)* ]ÈıEÚ E‰Ú >{…Æ˙“ i…Ω˛…Â ®…Â §…∫……¥…
35.5% l…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ ∫…“{…“ EÚ¥…S……Â ®…Â ( S…j… - 2)
(∫……Æ˙h…“ - 1)* ∂…÷ŒCi… EÚ¥…S……Â E‰Ú +…∆i…Æ˙“ i…±……Â EÚ“ i…÷±…x……
®…Â >{…Æ˙“ i…±……Â ®…Â =SS… §…∫……¥… (76%) n‰˘J… M…™…… l……*
19  n˘x……Â ®…Â  b˜®¶…EÚ 6.01  ®… ®…“ i…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ 38 +…ËÆ˙ 75
 n˘x……Â ®…Â GÚ®…∂…: 12.36 +…ËÆ˙ 14.93  ®… ®…“ i…EÚ §…f¯ M…B
l…‰* 5 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â =SS…i…®… §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ (0.0182) +…ËÆ˙
 S…j… 4  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â {……±…x…  EÚB M…B n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j……Â









 S…j… 3  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j……Â ®…Â UÙ…‰b‰˜ M…B
∂…÷ŒCi… ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ §…f¯i…“
|…i™…‰EÚ 15  n˘x……Â ®…Â BEÚ  b˜ V…]ı±… ¥…‰x……<Æ˙ EÚ… ±…{…Æ˙ E‰Ú
|…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ S……Ëb˜…<« EÚ… ®……{…x…
 ±…™…… M…™……* ®……{…x… n˘…‰Ω˛Æ˙…E‰Ú ®……v™… +…ËÆ˙ ®……x…EÚ j…÷ ]ı™……Â EÚ…
+…EÚ±…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ EÚ“ M…h…x……
∫……Æ˙h…“ 1 J……t ∂…÷ŒCi… {…Æ˙  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰]ı {…Æ˙“I…h… EÚ… §™……‰Æ˙…
1 UÙ…‰b˜  n˘™…‰ M…B  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… (|……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ) 475000
2 ∫…∆GÚ®…h… E‰Ú §……n˘ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… EÚ“ |… i…∂…i…i…… 78.7% (3,74,250  b˜®¶…EÚ)
3 ∂…÷ŒCi… EÚ¥…S……Â ®…Â ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ E÷Ú±… ∫…∆J™…… 5256 (60%)
4 ]ÈıEÚ E‰Ú ¶…“i…Æ˙ §…∫… M…™…‰ ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ E÷Ú±… ∫…∆J™…… 3117 (35.5%)
5 ∫…“{…“ EÚ¥…S……Â ®…Â ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… 392 (4.5%)
E÷Ú±… ∫{……]ı 8765
6 §…∫……¥… EÚ“ % 2.30
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 x…®x…i…®… (0.0115) E‰Ú ∫……l…  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â
i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙  ¥… ¶…z… l…“ ( S…j…-3)* ®……v™… ±…∆§……<«
¶…“  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……∫i…Æ˙…Â ®…Â  ¥… ¶…z… l…“ ( S…j…-4) +…ËÆ˙
=SS…i…®… ®……v™… ±…∆§……<« 15 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â l…“* ±…‰ EÚx… <x… 34
 n˘x……Â EÚ“ {…Æ˙“I…h… +¥… v… ®…Â <x… ∫…¶…“ ±…¥…h…i…… ∫i…Æ˙…Â ®…Â
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… 100% l…“*
™…Ω˛ +v™…™…x… ∂…÷ŒCi…  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â E‰Ú  ±…B  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰À]ıM… = S…i…
Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ ∫…⁄S…x…… n‰˘i…“ ΩË˛* Æ˙…V™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  ¥…¶……M……Â EÚ…‰ ¶…“
 ®…±……EÚÆ˙ <∫… |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ EÚ…‰ +…M…‰ §…f¯…  n˘™…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛
+…ËÆ˙ |…®…÷J… ∂…÷ŒCi… °Ú…®…« ={…±…§v… |…n‰˘∂… ®…Â §…∫……¥… ∫…÷ ¥…v……+…Â
EÚ…‰ BEÚ ∫……®……x™… ∫…÷ ¥…v…… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â  ¥…EÚ ∫…i…  EÚ™…… V……
∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* 5 ∫…‰ 25 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â + i…V…“ ¥…i…i……
+…ËÆ˙ +SUÙ“ §…f¯i…“ {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı {…Æ˙ V…x…¥…Æ˙“ E‰Ú §…n˘±…‰
 ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙-+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ ®…Â ∂…÷ŒCi… ∫…∆¥…v…«x… |……Æ∆˙¶… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B
∫…±……Ω˛ n‰˘i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ±… °Ú∫…±… E‰Ú §…n˘±…‰ n˘…‰ §……Æ˙ ∫…∆¥…v…«x…
E‰Ú  ±…B ¶…“ |…i™……∂…… EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘,
EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı E‰Ú EﬁÚ{…… ¥…“., {…“. Æ˙…v……EﬁÚπh…x…, ∏…“V…™…… +…Æ˙.,
∫¥…h…«±…i…… {…“., Bx….{…“. Æ˙…®…S…xp˘x…, +x…∫…÷ EÚ…‰™……. B., ®……‰Ω˛®…n˘
E‰Ú.B∫…. +…ËÆ˙ {…“. ®…÷ii…™™…… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı*
{…… °Ú™…… ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ˙ À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… ¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â
={…±…§v… n˘…‰ ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ |…®…÷J…  u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……ƒ ΩÈ˛,  V…x… ®…Â
{…Ω˛±…… BEÚ J……t ∫…∆{…n˘… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â +…ËÆ˙ n⁄˘∫…Æ˙… +EÚ…‰™……
+…ËÆ˙ ®…‰§… ®……‰i…“ E‰Ú =i{……n˘x… E‰Ú  ±…B V……x…‰ V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛* ∫…“ B®…
B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â <x… n˘…‰
 u˘EÚ{…… ]ı™……Â E‰Ú §…“V……‰i{……n˘x… E‰Ú  ±…B |……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……ƒ  ¥…EÚ ∫…i…
EÚ“ M…™…“ ΩË˛* ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı {…Æ˙ {…… °Ú™…… ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ…
EÚ“ +SUÙ“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ S…±…i…“ ΩË˛* ∫…“{…“ EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â u˘…Æ˙… <x…
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ… +v…«∫…∆¥…v…«x… EÚ…°Ú“ |…S… ±…i… Æ˙“ i… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙  {…UÙ±…‰
n…‰ n∂…EÚ…Â ∫…‰ <∫… ∫…“{…“ E‰Ú  ±…B Ω÷˛<« =SS… P…Æ±…⁄ +…ËÆ  x…™……«i…
®……ƒM… <∫…E‰Ú ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… E‰Ú  ±…B ¶…“ M…÷∆V……<∂… n‰˘i…“ ΩË˛*
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â {…“i… ∫…“{…“ {…… °Ú™…… ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi…
À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… EÚ… n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j……Â ®…Â  ¥…i…Æ˙h…
1199
 Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰À]ıM… °Ú…®…« E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı Œ∫l…i… ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……+…Â ®…Â
=i{…… n˘i…  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ =i{……n˘x… I…‰j… ∫…‰ n⁄˘Æ˙ °Ú…®…« E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı
E‰Ú ∫l……x……Â ®…Â {……±…x……l…«  ¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ΩË˛*
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“ Æ˙“ i… ¶…“ +x…x™… Ω˛…‰i…“ ΩË˛
- =x…EÚ…‰ UÙ…x…EÚÆ˙Ú+…p˘ EÚ{…b‰˜ ®…Â {…ËEÚ EÚÆ˙E‰Ú  §…x…… {……x…“ E‰Ú
+…p˘ +…ËÆ˙ `∆ˆb˜“ +¥…∫l…… E‰Ú {……j……Â ®…Â ∫…∆¶…… Æ˙i… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ΩË˛*
®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“ +…ËÆ˙ {……EÚ J……b˜“ ®…Â {……™…“ V……x…‰¥……±…“ ®…÷Ci……
∂…÷ŒCi… À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… EÚ… {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı {…Æ˙ §…‰Ω˛k…Æ˙
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… +…ËÆ˙ §…f¯i…“ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ ΩË˛* +EÚ…‰™…… ®……‰i…“
+…ËÆ˙ ®…‰§…‰ =i{……n˘x… {…Æ˙ S…±……B M…B {…Æ˙“I…h… ®……‰i…“ {……±…x… E‰Ú
 ±…B +SUÙ“ ∫……v™…i……B∆ ∫…⁄ S…i… EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛* ±…‰ EÚx… <∫…E‰Ú
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 S…j… 1. ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… EÚ¥…S… ®…UÙ±…“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… E‰Ú  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â
E‰Ú |…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı EÚ“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â =i{…… n˘i…
n⁄˘Æ˙  ¥…x™… ∫…i… ∫…“{…“ {…… °Ú™…… ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… E‰Ú §…“V…
 ±…B {…™……«{i… ®……j…… ®…Â §…“V……Â EÚ“ ={…±…Œ§v… BEÚ ∫…®…∫™…… ΩË˛*
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ®…Â ∫l…… {…i… EÚ¥…S… |……h…“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… E‰Ú ={…™……‰M…
EÚÆ˙E‰Ú {…“. }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ… n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j… {……±…x… EÚ“
∂…C™…i…… EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı ®…Â ∫l…… {…i… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â V……∆S…x…‰
EÚ… |…™……∫…  EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ 52  n˘x……Â i…EÚ ΩË˛S…Æ˙“ ®…Â
{…… °Ú™…… ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… EÚ“ §…f¯i…“
+…ËÆ˙ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… EÚ¥…S… |……h…“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……
®…Â =i{…… n˘i… {…“i… ∫…“{…“ {…“. ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi…
{…“. }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú {…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ <∫… {…Æ˙“I…h… E‰Ú
 ±…B ={…™……‰M…  EÚ™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ {…ËÀEÚM…  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰À]ıM… E‰Ú  ±…B
|…™…÷Ci… Æ˙“ i… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙  EÚ™…… M…™…… ( S…j…-1) ∫…“{…“ E‰Ú n˘…‰
±……J… +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi… E‰Ú 5000  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ UÙ…x…EÚÆ˙
+±…M… +±…M… +…p˘ EÚ{…b˜…Â ®…Â ±…{…‰]ıEÚÆ˙ §…°«Ú EÚ“ {…‰]ı“ ®…Â
24 ∫…‰ 280C E‰Ú i……{…®……x… ®…Â Æ˙J…  n˘™…‰ M…™…‰* ∫…“{…“ E‰Ú
50,000  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi… E‰Ú 1000  b®¶…EÚ…Â
EÚ…‰ {……x…“ ®…Â b˜…±…EÚÆ˙ +…ËÆ˙ +…p˘ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i…  EÚ™……
M…™…… l……*
26 P…]ı…Â E‰Ú {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… +¥… v… E‰Ú §……n˘ ±…I™… ∫l……x… {…Ω÷ƒ˛S…x…‰
{…Æ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘V…±… ®…Â UÙ…‰b˜  n˘™…… M…™……* ∫…®…™… M…-™…‰
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… ∫…∆§…∆v… E‰Ú ®…⁄±™……∆EÚx… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B 50,000
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ =∫…“ {……j… ®…Â 48 P…∆]ı…Â i…EÚ Æ˙J…  n˘™…… M…™……*
{… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… E‰Ú i…÷Æ∆˙i… §……n˘  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â ®…Â Ω÷˛<« ∫… GÚ™…i…… E‰Ú  x…Æ˙“I…h…
EÚÆ˙E‰Ú +…ËÆ˙ §…∫……¥… EÚ“ |… i…∂…i…i…… EÚ“ M…h…x…… EÚ“ M…™…“* §…∫…‰
Ω÷˛B ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ… ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â {……±…x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……*
{… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… EÚ…±… E‰Ú §……n˘ {…™…«x…÷E⁄Ú±…x… E‰Ú  ±…B  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰
BEÚ ±…“]ıÆ˙  x…∫™…∆ n˘i… ∫…®…÷p˘V…±… ®…Â b˜…±…EÚÆ˙ 30  ®…x…]ı E‰Ú
 ±…B =x…EÚ“ ∫… GÚ™…i…… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h…  EÚ™…… M…™……* <∫…
+¥… v… ®…Â n˘∫…  ®…x…]ı E‰Ú +∆i…Æ˙…±… ®…Â ∫… GÚ™… +…ËÆ˙  x…ŒπGÚ™…
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ |… i…∂…i…i…… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h…  EÚ™…… M…™……*  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â
EÚ“ ∫… GÚ™…i…… ∫l……™…“ Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ =x…EÚ…‰  x…∫™…∆ n˘i… ∫…®…÷p˘V…±…
∫…‰ +…v……¶…Æ˙… BEÚ ]ıx… v…… Æ˙i…… E‰Ú ∫…®…EÚ…‰h…“™… B°Ú +…Æ˙ {…“
]ÈıEÚ ®…Â ®…÷Ci…  EÚ™…… M…™……*  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â E‰Ú §…∫……¥… E‰Ú ±…B ∫…“{…“
 b˜®¶…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi…  b˜®¶…EÚ {……±…x… E‰Ú  ±…B  x…∫™…∆ n˘i…
∫…®…÷p˘V…±… E‰Ú ={…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú EÚ“ V……x…‰¥……±…“ ®……x…EÚ {……±…x…
Æ˙“ i… EÚ… +x…÷¥…i…«x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ∫…“{…“  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â E‰Ú {……±…x…
]ÈıEÚ…Â ®…Â ¥……i…x… E‰Ú  ±…B |…§…∆v…  EÚ™…… M…™…… V…§… EÚ ®…÷Ci……
∂…÷ŒCi…  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â E‰Ú ]ÈıEÚ…Â EÚ…‰ ¥……i…x…  n˘™…‰  §…x…… EÚ…±…‰ EÚ{…b‰˜
∫…‰ +…‰f¯  n™…… M…™…… l……*
n˘…‰x……Â V…… i…™……ƒ  §…x…… +…p˘i…… E‰Ú `∆ˆb‰˜ {…ËÀEÚM… ®…Â 26 P…∆]ı…Â E‰Ú
∫…∆GÚ®…h… EÚ…±… ∫…Ω˛x…‰ ®…Â ∫…I…®… l…“* {…… °Ú™…… ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ…
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+…ËÆ À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄E‰Ú]ı… E‰Ú 3  ®… ®…“ i…EÚ E‰Ú +…™……®… E‰Ú
∫{……]ı…Â E‰Ú §…∫…x…‰ EÚ“ |… i…∂…i…i…… GÚ®…∂…: 2.3 +…ËÆ˙ 5.7 l…“*
+…p˘ {…ËÀEÚM… +…ËÆ˙ ∂…÷πEÚ {…ËÀEÚM… ®…Â i……{…®……x…  x…®x… x…Ω˛” EÚÆ˙x…‰
{…Æ˙ V…“¥……Â EÚ“ ∫…∆{…⁄h…« ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“* <∫…EÚ…  ¥…¥…Æ˙h…
x…“S…‰ ∫……Æ˙h…“-1 ®…Â  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
{… Æ˙h……®……Â x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫…⁄ S…i…  EÚ™……  EÚ ™… n˘ {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… EÚ…±… 48
P…∆]ı…Â ∫…‰ EÚ®… +…ËÆ˙ i……{…®……x… 280C E‰Ú x…“S…‰ ΩË˛ i……‰ {…“.
®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ˙ {…“. }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú {…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â
EÚ…  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰]ı  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ o˘Œπ]ı
∫…‰ {……±…x…/|…¶…¥… ¥…ﬁ r˘ EÚ…™…«GÚ®……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… n⁄˘Æ˙∫l… I…‰j……Â ®…Â
 u˘EÚ{……]ı“  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â E‰Ú §…∫……¥… E‰Ú  ±…B |…i™……∂…… ¥™…Ci…
EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛*
n⁄˘Æ˙∫l… I…‰j……Â ®…Â §…∫……¥… E‰Ú  ±…B UÙ…‰b˜x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ {…… °Ú™……
®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ˙ À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… EÚ“ §…f¯i…“ +…ËÆ˙
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i……
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â 52  n˘x……Â E‰Ú  ±…B {…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ…
+…ËÆ˙ À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ §…f¯i…“ +…ËÆ˙
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… EÚ… +x…÷¥…“I…h…  EÚ™…… M…™……* 25  n˘x……Â E‰Ú
§……n ∫…“ {…™……Â x…‰ +…Ë∫…i…x… 3.57±1.25  ®… ®…“ EÚ“ +…ËÆ
®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi…™……Â x…‰ 3.76±0.76  ®… ®…“ EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« |……{i…
 S…j… -2 n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j……Â ®…Â  ¥…i…Æ˙h… E‰Ú  ±…B ±…‰ V……x…‰¥……±…‰  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ {…ËEÚ EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ“ Æ˙“ i… EÚ… ¥…h…«x…  S…j…
 b˜®¶…EÚ ]ÈıEÚ
EÚ{…b‰˜ {…Æ˙ UÙ…x…‰ M…™…‰  b˜®¶…EÚ
+…p˘ EÚ{…b‰˜ ®…Â ±…{…‰]ıi…… ΩË˛
{… Æ˙Ω˛x… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ∂…“ i…i…
{……j… ®…Â Æ˙J…… V……i…… ΩË˛
{……±…x… ]ËıEÚ…Â ®…Â  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰
®…÷Ci… EÚÆ˙ n‰˘i…… ΩË˛*
±…I™… ∫l……x… i…EÚ {…Ω⁄ƒ˛S…x… E‰Ú §……n˘ J……‰±… n‰˘i…… ΩË˛
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EÚ“ l…“* =x…EÚ…‰ 60 ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆¶…Æ˙h… ∫…P…x…i…… ®…Â Æ˙…‰{…h…
™……‰M™… +…EÚ…Æ˙ |……{i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ i…EÚ {……±…x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ( S…j….1)*
{…Æ˙“I…h… E‰Ú ∫…®…™… ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ…‰ 31±3 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ±…¥…h…i……,
27±40C i……{…®……x… ®…Â Æ˙J…  n˘™…… M…™……, Æ˙…‰W… 50% V…±… EÚ…
{… Æ˙¥…i…«x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ 12-18 P…∆]ı…Â i…EÚ ¥……i…x… E‰Ú
 ±…B |…§…∆v…  EÚ™…… M…™……* B±M…‰ EÚ“]ı…‰∫…‰Æ˙…‰∫… +…<∫……‰GÚ…< ∫…∫…
+x……x……‰C±……‰Æ˙…‰Œ{∫…∫… EÚ…  ®… ∏…i… J……t 1:2:1 E‰Ú +x…÷{……i… ®…Â
n˘…‰ S…Æ˙h……Â ®…Â  n˘™…… M…™…… l……*
BEÚ  b˜ V…]‰ı±… ¥…‰Ãx…™…Æ˙ EÚ… ±…{…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ  b˜ V…]ı±… §…Ë±…x∫…
E‰Ú |…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú ∫{……]ı EÚ“ ±…∆§……<«, S……Ëb˜…<« +…ËÆ˙ ®……‰]ı…<« E‰Ú
®……{…x…  ±…B M…B l…‰* ¥™…Œπ]ıM…i… ®……{…x… ={…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú +…Ë∫…i…
+…ËÆ˙ ®……x…EÚ  ¥…S…±…x… EÚ“ M…h…x…… EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* <∫…E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙
i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ (IGR) EÚ“ M…h…x…… EÚ“ M…™…“  V…∫…EÚ…
∫……Æ˙h…“ 1. ∫…“{…“ {…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +…ËÆ˙ ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi… À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú {…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â {…Æ˙  EÚB n⁄˘Æ˙∫l… I…‰j……Â ®…Â
§…∫……¥… {…Æ˙“I…h……Â EÚ… §™……‰Æ˙…
GÚ.  ¥…¥…Æ˙h… {…… °Ú™…… À{…C]ı…b˜…
∫…∆ ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı…
1 {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i…  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… 2,00,000 5,000
2 §…∫… M…B ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… 4786 986
3 +…p˘ ∆`ˆb˜“ (24-280C.) Œ∫l… i… ®…Â {… Æ˙¥…… Ω˛i…  EÚB 2.3 5.7
( Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰À]ıM…)  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â E‰Ú §…∫…x…‰ EÚ“ |… i…∂…i…i……
4 V…±… E‰Ú ∫……l… V…“¥… (28 ∫…‰ 310C. i……{…®……x…) 100% ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… 4.1% §…∫… M…B
5 {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… EÚ…±… 26 P…∆]‰ı 26 P…∆]‰ı
6 V…±… E‰Ú  §…x…… B¥…∆ {… Æ˙¥…‰∂…“ i……{…®……x… (28 ∫…‰ 340C) 100% ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… 100% ®…ﬁi™…÷i……
®…Â V…“¥…
7 +…p˘ ∆`ˆb˜“ Æ˙“ i… (24-290C) ®…Â 48 P…∆]ı…Â E‰Ú 100% ®…ﬁi™…÷i……
{… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… EÚ…±… ®…Â + i…V…“ ¥…i…i……
EÚ…±… |… i…§…∆v… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛* i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ EÚ“





V…Ω˛…ƒ, Lnt ∫…®…™… t {…Æ˙ ±…∆§……<« EÚ… |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ ±……ÏM… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙
Lni |……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ ±…∆§……<« EÚ… |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ ±……ÏM… ΩË˛* ∫…“{…“ ∫{……]ı EÚ“
+…Ë∫…i… ±…∆§……<« +…ËÆ˙ ¶……Æ˙ EÚ… ®……{…x… ∫……Æ˙h…“ -2 ®…Â  n˘™…… M…™……
ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ 52  n˘x……Â EÚ“ {……±…x… +¥… v… E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“
i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ ∫……Æ˙h…“-3 ®…Â n˘“ M…™…“ ΩË˛*  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰]ı
 EÚB M…B À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú +…Ë∫…i… V…“¥…∫……∆ŒJ™…EÚ“™…
®……{…x… +…ËÆ˙ i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ GÚ®…∂…: ∫……Æ˙h…“-4 +…ËÆ˙
5 ®…Â  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
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∫……Æ˙h…“-3  ¥… ¶…z… ±…∆§……<« {…Æ˙ ∫…“{…“ {…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… EÚ“ +…Ë∫…i… i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ
+…Ë∫…i… ±…∆§……<« +…< V…“ +…Æ˙ - B±… +…< V…“ +…Æ˙-b˜Œ§±…™…÷ +…< V…“ +…Æ˙-¶……Æ˙
( ®… ®…“/ n˘x…) ( ®… ®…“ /  n˘x…) (O……/ n˘x…)
3.57 0.025 0.027
5.38 0.020 0.024
8.86 0.016 0.025 0.041
10.56 0.015 0.009 0.046
∫……Æ˙h…“ - 4 n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j… ®…Â §…∫… M…B ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi… À{…C]ı…b˜… }™…⁄EÚ…]ı… E‰Ú +…Ë∫…i… V…“¥…∫……∆ŒJ™…EÚ“™… ®……{…x…
±…∆§……<« ( ®… ®…“) S……Ëb˜…<« ( ®… ®…“) ®……‰]ı…<« ( ®… ®…“) E÷Ú±… ¶……Æ˙ (O……)
{……±…x… E‰Ú  n˘x… +…Ë∫…i…±®……x…EÚ +…Ë∫…i…±®……x…EÚ +…Ë∫…i…±®……x…EÚ +…Ë∫…i…±®……x…EÚ
 ¥…S…±…x…  ¥…S…±…x…  ¥…S…±…x…  ¥…S…±…x…
30 3.56±0.76 4.48±0.90
45 5.48±1.58 6.98±2.08
80 8.28±2.08 9.76±2.22 0.060±0.038
125 9.48±1.27 10.91±1.41 2.44±0.27 0.015
134 14.85±3.05 18.13±3.32 4.2900±0.76 0.526±0.287
∫……Æ˙h…“-2 §…∫……¥… E‰Ú BEÚ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰]ı ∫…“{…“ {…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… EÚ… +…Ë∫…i… V…“¥…∫……∆ŒJ™…EÚ“™… ®……{…x…
±…∆§……<« ( ®… ®…“) S……Ëb˜…<« ( ®… ®…“) E÷Ú±… ¶……Æ˙ (O…….)
{……±…x… E‰Ú  n˘x… +…Ë∫…i… ± +…Ë∫…i… ± +…Ë∫…i… ±
®……x…EÚ  ¥…S…±…x… ®……x…EÚ  ¥…S…±…x… ®……x…EÚ  ¥…S…±…x…
30* 3.57±1.25 2.76±0.74
45 5.38±1.41 4.05±0.98
80 8.86±2.19 6.07±1.38 0.11±0.097
122 10.56±1.33 6.80±0.78 0.14±0.073
172 11.87±2.54 8.22±0.98 0.25±0.12
1* (§…∫……¥… E‰Ú 30  n˘x……Â E‰Ú §……n˘)
§…∫……¥… E‰Ú  n˘x……Â 30  n˘x……Â §……n˘ ∫…“{…“ ∫{……]ı EÚ“ +…Ë∫…i…
±…∆§……<« 3.57±1.25  ®… ®…“ +…ËÆ S……Ëb…<« 2.76±1.250.74
 ®… ®…“ l…”* 35  n˘x……Â ®…Â ™…‰ ∫{……]ı 8.86±2.19  ®… ®…“ i…EÚ
§…f M…B* <∫… +¥… v… ®…Â |… i…  n˘x… EÚ“ +…Ë∫…i… i……iI… h…EÚ
§…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ 0.025  ®… ®…“ ®…Â =SS… l…“ V……‰ §……n˘ ®…Â |… i…  n˘x…
0.01  ®… ®…“ {…Æ˙ EÚ®… Ω˛…‰ M…™…“*
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∫……Æ˙h…“ - 5 ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â x…∫…«Æ˙“ {……±…x… E‰Ú S…Æ˙h… ®…Â  ¥… ¶…z… ®……v™… ±…∆§……<«™……Â {…Æ˙ n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j… ®…Â  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi… À{…C]ı…b˜…
}™…⁄EÚ…]ı… EÚ“ ±…∆§……<«, S……Ëb˜…<« +…ËÆ˙ E÷Ú±… ¶……Æ˙ EÚ“ i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙
+…Ë∫…i… +…< V…“ +…Æ˙-±…∆§……<« +…< V…“ +…Æ˙-S……Ëb˜…<« +…< V…“ +…Æ˙-®……‰]ı…<« +…< V…“ +…Æ˙
±…∆§……<« ( ®… ®…“/ n˘x…) ( ®… ®…“/ n˘x…) ( ®… ®…“/ n˘x…) ¶……Æ˙ (O……/ n˘x…)
3.56 0.029 0.030
5.48 0.021 0.017
8.28 0.014 0.011 -0.138
9.48 0.005 0.006 0.006 0.040
§…∫……¥… E‰Ú BEÚ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ §……n˘ ∫…⁄n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j… ®…Â  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ®…÷Ci……
∂…÷ŒCi… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…“{…“ ∫{……]ı…Â EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« |……™…& ∫…®……x… l…“*
§…∫……¥… E‰Ú §……n˘ BEÚ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ ®…Â ®…÷Ci…… ∂…÷ŒCi… ∫{……]ı 3.56  ®…
®…“ i…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ 80  n˘x……Â ®…Â 8.28  ®… ®…“ §…f¯ M…™…… l……*
 ]ı{{…h…“
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â 80  n˘x……Â E‰Ú {……±…x… E‰Ú §……n˘ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ =SS…
|……Æ∆˙  ¶…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙,  x…®x… i……iI… h…EÚ §…f¯i…“ n˘Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙
®……v™… ±…∆§……<« ™…Ω˛ ∫…⁄S…x…… n‰˘i…“ ΩË˛  EÚ ∫{……]ı EÚ…‰ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……
®…Â 1½ ™…… n˘…‰ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ +…M…‰ §…f¯x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B °Ú…®…« ®…Â
∫l……x……∆i…Æ˙h… EÚÆ˙x…… S…… Ω˛B* {…Æ˙“I…h… EÚ… {… Æ˙h……®… ™…Ω˛ |…i™……∂……
n‰˘i…“ ΩË˛  EÚ ∫…⁄n⁄˘Æ˙  ¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ…  ¥…EÚ…∫… EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â E‰Ú  ±…B §…“V…
EÚ… |…§…∆v… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B +…ËÆ˙ |…¶…¥… §…f¯i…“ B¥…∆ ∫…∆Æ˙I…h…
EÚ…™…«GÚ®……Â E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ +∆i…¥…«i…“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ΩË˛* x…∫…«Æ˙“
S…Æ˙h… E‰Ú  ±…B +… v…EÚ… Æ˙EÚ ∫…⁄j…  ¥…EÚ ∫…i… EÚÆ˙x…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙
+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… EÚ“ |… i…∂…i…i…… §…f¯…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ¶…“ V……ƒS…
EÚÆ˙x…… ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘,
EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı E‰Ú EﬁÚ{……. ¥…“., ∏…“V…™……. +…Æ˙.,  π…V…÷ B.B., {…“.
Æ˙…v……EﬁÚπh…x…, {…“. ∫¥…h…«±…i……, B. +x…∫…÷ EÚ…‰™……, ®……‰Ω˛®®…n˘
E‰Ú.B∫…. +…ËÆ˙ {…“. ®…÷k…™™…… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J……Â +…ËÆ˙ i…]ı“™… I…‰j……Â ∫…‰ ¥…‰x…‰ Æ˙b‰˜ E÷Ú±… ®…Â +…x…‰¥……±…“
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ… ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ i……ËÆ˙ {…Æ˙ ∫…∆O…Ω˛h…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
{…“i… {……n˘ ∫…“{…“ ™…… ]‰ıC∫…]ı…<±… ∫…“{…“ x……®… ∫…‰ V……x…x…‰¥……±…“
{…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… +{…x…“ ={…Œ∫l… i… E‰Ú I…‰j……Â ®…Â BEÚ
¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â |…®…÷J… ∫…∆{…n˘… ΩË˛* ™…‰
∫…“{…“ {…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… E‰Ú n⁄˘Æ˙  ¥…i… Æ˙i… §…“V……Â EÚ“ + i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… :
±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â ∫…∆i…i… +…ËÆ˙ +±{……¥… v… E‰Ú  ±…B  x…®…VV…x… EÚ… |…¶……¥…
1200
∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… V¥……Æ˙n˘®…÷J……Â E‰Ú ∫…®…÷p˘“ I…‰j……Â ®…Â Æ˙Ω˛i…‰ ΩÈ˛ V…Ω˛…ƒ
EÚ… +v…&∫i…Æ˙ ®…ﬁh®…™…  ®…]¬ı]ı“ EÚ… Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ +v…«-EÚ`ˆ…‰Æ˙
+v…&∫i…Æ˙ S…]¬ı]ı…x…“ +v…&∫i…Æ˙…Â EÚ“ +{…‰I……  §…±… §…x……x…‰ EÚ…
EÚ…®… +…∫……x… §…x…… n‰˘i…… ΩË˛* ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… ™…‰ ∫…“ {…™……ƒ ∂…Ci…
{……n˘…Â ∫…‰  §…±… §…x……i…‰ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ n˘…‰ ∫……<°Úx… >{…Æ˙“i…±… ®…Â Ω˛…ÂM…‰*
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<∫…  ¥…∂…‰π… |…EﬁÚ i… E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… ™…‰ =SS… ∫…P…x…i…… ®…Â  n˘J……™…‰
V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛* <x…E‰Ú +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ +x…÷E⁄Ú±…“  ¥…∂…‰π…i…… <x…EÚ“ S…±…x…‰
EÚ“ Æ˙“ i… ΩË˛* ®…∆n˘ Ω˛…‰x…‰ {…Æ˙ ¶…“ +{…x…‰ {……n˘…Â EÚ…‰ n˘§……EÚÆ˙ +…ËÆ˙
EÚ¥…S… EÚ…‰ P…÷®……EÚÆ˙ ™…‰ S…±…i…‰ ΩÈ˛*
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ =πh…EÚ ]ı§…∆v…“ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… E‰Ú +{…x…‰ |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ
+…¥……∫… ∫l……x……Â ®…Â  ¥…∂…‰π…i…: i…“µ… §…… Æ˙∂… E‰Ú ∫…®…™… ±…¥…h…i……
E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z…  ¥…¶…‰n˘…Â ®…Â UÙ…‰]ı“ +¥… v…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B UÙ…‰b˜  n˘B n‰˘i…‰
ΩË˛* EÚ¶…“ EÚ¶…“ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… EÚ… {……x…“ 10 ∫…‰ 15  n˘x……Â i…EÚ
i……W…“ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â Æ˙Ω˛x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ ±…∆§…“ +¥…v…“ E‰Ú  ±…B =SS…
±…¥…h……¥…∫l…… ®…Â §…n˘±… V……i…… ΩË˛* §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â u˘…Æ˙… ±…¥…h…i……
®…Â Ω˛…‰x…‰ ¥……±…‰ <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú =SS… =i……Æ˙-S…f¯…¥……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…Ω˛x……
BEÚ |…®…÷J… {…Ω˛±…⁄ ΩË˛*
∫…“{…“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫…∆¥…v…«x… §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ ±……‰EÚ |…™… V…±…EﬁÚ π…  GÚ™…… ¥… v…
ΩË˛* EﬁÚ π… E‰Ú  ±…B ={…™…÷Ci… + v…EÚ…∆∂… §…“V… |……EﬁÚ i…EÚ ∫…∆∫i…Æ˙…Â
∫…‰ +…i…… ΩË˛* ±…‰ EÚx… EÚ<« n‰˘∂……Â ®…Â EﬁÚ π… E‰Ú  ±…B ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±……
®…Â =i{…… n˘i… §…“V……Â EÚ… ={…™……‰M…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* EÚ<« EﬁÚπ…EÚ…Â
u˘…Æ˙… §…“V……Â E‰Ú n⁄˘Æ˙ I…‰j……Â ®…Â  ¥…i…Æ˙h… E‰Ú  ±…B +x…÷E⁄Ú±… |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“
¶…“ ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“ ΩË˛*  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰œ]¬ı]ıM… ™…… ∫…÷n⁄˘Æ˙  ¥…i…Æ˙h…
∫°÷Ú]ı∂……±……+…Â ®…Â =i{…… n˘i… {…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ∫…‰ n⁄˘Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ °Ú…®…« I…‰j… E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı ®…÷Ci… EÚÆ˙x…‰
EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ ΩË˛*  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ… {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x…  ¥…∂…‰π… |…EÚ…Æ˙ ∫…‰
 EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ UÙ…x… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú +…p˘ EÚ{…b‰˜ ®…Â
{…ËEÚ  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* ∂…“i… +¥…∫l…… §…x……B Æ˙J…x…‰ ®…Â ∫…I…®…
{……j……Â ®…Â Æ˙J…… V……i…… ΩË˛* °Ú…®…« ®…Â {…Ω÷∆˛S…x…‰ {…Æ˙  b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰
]∆ı EÚ™……Â ®…Â ®…÷Ci…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛ +…ËÆ +…Ω˛…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â
 ®… ∏…i… ∂…Ë¥……±… n‰˘i…… ΩË˛* UÙ…‰]ı“ x…∫…«Æ˙“ +¥… v… E‰Ú §……n˘ §…“V…
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ ]≈‰ı ®…Â {……±…x… ™…… i…±… ®…Â Æ˙…‰ {…i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
¥…i…«®……x… {…Æ˙“I…h… ®…Â ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x…
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â =i{…… n˘i… {…“. ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… E‰Ú {…‰ b˜¥…‰ ±…M…Æ˙
 b˜®¶…EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ 26 P…∆]ı…Â EÚ“ {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… +¥… v… E‰Ú §……n˘ EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı
∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â  Æ˙®……‰]ı ∫…‰]ı  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* =x…EÚ…‰
∫°÷Ú]ıx…∂……±…… ®…Â {……±…x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l…… +…ËÆ˙ <x… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰
J…‰i… ®…Â ∫l……x……∆i… Æ˙i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú {…Ω˛±…‰ n˘…‰ {…Æ˙“I…h… S…±……B M…B
l…‰ i) 0 ∫…‰ 35 {…“{…“]ı“ i…EÚ EÚ“  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i…… Œ∫l… i…™……Â
®…Â UÙ…‰]ı“ +¥… v… ®…Â ±…M……i……Æ˙  x…®…VV…x… EÚ… |…¶……¥… +…ËÆ˙ ii)
±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â Ω˛…‰x…‰ ¥……±…“ {… Æ˙¥…i…«x……Â {…Æ˙ =x…EÚ“ ∫… Ω˛πh…÷i……
V……x…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B 10,15,20 +…ËÆ˙ 25 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â UÙ…‰b˜x…‰
∫…‰ Ω˛…‰x…‰¥……±…… |…¶……¥… +…ËÆ˙ 35 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â +x…÷¥…i…‘ Œ∫l… i…
{…Æ˙ {…Æ˙“I…h…*
ΩË˛S…Æ˙“ E‰Ú 6.5 ∫…‰ 10  ®… ®…“ i…EÚ E‰Ú {…ﬁπ`ˆ…v…Æ˙ ®……{…x… +…ËÆ˙
0.78  ®… O…… E÷Ú±… ¶……Æ˙ E‰Ú §…“V… ∫…“ {…™…… Â EÚ… ‰
0,5,10,15,20,25,30,35 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â
Æ˙Ω˛x…‰  n˘™…… l……* |…i™…‰EÚ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â ∫…“ {…™……Â E‰Ú ∫¥…¶……¥…
+…ËÆ˙ x…∑…Æ˙i…… EÚ… +v™…™…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* ™…Ω˛ {…Æ˙“I…h… 28
 n˘x……Â EÚ“ +¥… v… E‰Ú  ±…B S…±……™…… M…™…… l……* ¶…∆b˜…Æ˙h… ∫…P…x…i……
|… i… L-1 -10 ∫…“ {…™……ƒ l…“* ∫…¶…“ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ 22 +…ËÆ˙
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280C E‰Ú §…“S… ∫…®……x…  ¥… ¥…v…i…… ®…Â Æ˙Ω˛x…‰  n˘™…… l……* UÙ…‰]ı“
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰  n˘x… ®…Â 5.0x105 EÚ…‰∂… EÚ“ n˘Æ˙ {…Æ˙ n˘…‰  EÚ∂i……Â
®…Â +…<∫……‰GÚ…<∫… ∫…‰  J…±……™…… l……* BEÚ…∆i…Æ˙  n˘x……Â ®…Â˙ V…±… EÚ…
 ¥… x…®…™…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* ∫…¶…“ ={…S……Æ˙…Â EÚ… {…÷x…Æ˙…¥…i…«x…
{…Æ˙“I…h…  GÚ™……  ¥… v… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ §…x……B Æ˙J…‰ l…‰*
0,5 +…ËÆ˙ 10 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â Æ˙J…“ M…<« ∫…¶…“ §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ“
+…`ˆ  n˘x……Â ®…Â 100% ®…ﬁi™…÷ Ω˛…‰ M…<« l…“* 15 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â
10  n˘x……Â ®…Â 100% ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* 20 +…ËÆ˙ 25
{…“{…“]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â 10  n˘x……Â ®…Â GÚ®…∂…: 33 +…ËÆ˙ 16%
®…Â 6-7  ®… ®…“ EÚ“ UÙ…‰]ı“ ∫…“ {…™……Â ®…Â ∫… Ω˛πh…÷i…… EÚ®… l…“*
 x…®x… ±…¥…h…i…… Œ∫l… i…™……Â ™……x…“ 10,15,20 +…ËÆ˙ 25
{…“{…“]ı“ ®…Â 3  n˘x……Â i…EÚ EÚ“ UÙ…‰]ı“ +¥… v… ®…Â  x…®…VV…x…
EÚ… |…¶……¥… +…ËÆ˙ 35 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ EÚ“ {… Æ˙¥…‰∂…“ ±…¥…h…i……
®…Â +x…÷¥…i…‘ {…÷x…ØVV…“¥…x…
7.49 ∫…‰ 8.43 E‰Ú {…ﬁπ`ˆ…v…Æ˙ ®……{…x… +…ËÆ˙ 0.016 ∫…‰ 0.103
O…… ¶……Æ˙ EÚ“ §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ 3  n˘x……Â E‰Ú  ±…B 10,15,20
+…ËÆ˙ 25 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â b˜…±…EÚÆ˙  °ÚÆ˙ 35 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ EÚ“
{… Æ˙¥…‰∂…“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â b˜…±…… M…™…… l……* ∫…∆¶…Æ˙h… ∫…P…x…i…… +…ËÆ˙
+…Ω˛…Æ˙ n‰˘x…‰ EÚ“ Æ˙“ i… |…l…®… {…Æ˙“I…h… E‰Ú ∫…®……x… l…“* |… i… n˘x…
∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ“ |…EﬁÚ i… +…ËÆ˙ ®…ﬁi™…÷i……  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“*
n˘…‰  n˘x……Â E‰Ú +∆n˘Æ˙ ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… x…Ω˛” n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“, {…Æ˙ 3  n˘x……Â ®…Â
10 {…“{…“]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â 2.5% ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* 4  n˘x……Â
®…Â ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… 10% i…EÚ §…f¯ M…™…“ +…ËÆ˙ 5  n˘x……Â ®…Â 12.5%
+…ËÆ <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… x…Ω˛” Ω÷˛<« l…“* 15 {…“ {…“ ]ı“ ®…Â 4
 n˘x……Â ®…Â 2.5% ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… x…Ω˛” n‰˘J…“ M…™…“
l…“* 20 +…ËÆ˙ 25 {…“{…“]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â UÙ…‰b˜“ M…™…“ ∫…“ {…™……Â
x…‰ ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… x…Ω˛”  n˘J……™…“ l…“* ( S…j…-2)
|…l…®… {…Æ˙“I…h… x…‰ ™…Ω˛ ∫{…π]ı  EÚ™……  EÚ 6-10  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú
{…… °Ú™…… ®…±…§…… Æ˙EÚ… §…“V……Â EÚ“ EﬁÚ π…/ÆÈ˙S…x… >25 {…“{…“]ı“
±…¥…h…i…… E‰Ú I…‰j……Â ®…Â Ω˛“  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛*  x…®x… ±…¥…h…
Œ∫l… i… V……Æ˙“ Æ˙Ω˛i…“ i……‰ 10  n˘x……Â E‰Ú +∆n˘Æ˙ §…“V……Â EÚ…‰ ¥…Ω˛…ƒ ∫…‰
 x…EÚ…±…x…… S…… Ω˛B* §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ 48 P…∆]ı…Â i…EÚ  ¥… ¶…z…
 S…j…-1 §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â ±…M……i……Æ˙






®…ﬁi™…÷i…… n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ ( S…j…-1)* 30 +…ËÆ˙ 35 {…“{…“]ı“ EÚ“
±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â BEÚ ®…Ω˛“x…‰ i…EÚ ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… x…Ω˛” Ω÷˛<« l…“* {…Æ˙“I…h…
EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â 0,5,10 +…ËÆ˙ 15 {…“{…“]ı“ ®…Â ∫…“ {…™……ƒ V…“ ¥…i…
Æ˙Ω˛x…‰ {…Æ˙ ¶…“,  x…ŒπGÚ™… l…”, ∫……<°Úx… x…Ω˛”  n˘J……™…‰ {…b˜i…‰ l…‰
+…ËÆ˙ +…Ω˛…Æ˙ ¶…“ x…Ω˛” ±…‰i…‰ l…‰* ∂…‰π… ∫…¶…“ ±…¥…h…i……+…Â (20-
35 {…“ {…“ ]ı“) ®…Â ∫…“ {…™……ƒ ∫… GÚ™… l…“ +…ËÆ˙ +SUÙ…  x…∫™…∆n˘x…
¶…“  n˘J……™…“ l…“* 9-10  ®… ®…“ EÚ“ §…b˜“ ∫…“{…“™……Â EÚ“ i…÷±…x……
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 16
 S…j…-2 §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰  ¥… ¶…z… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â 3  n˘x……Â




 x…®x… ±…¥…h…i……+…Â ®…Â UÙ…‰b˜ n‰˘x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘







+ i…V…“ ¥…i…i…… |… i…∂…i… ®…Â Æ˙Ωx…‰˛ EÚ“ I…®…i…… ΩÈ˛* ±…‰ EÚx… 48
P…∆]ı…Â i…EÚ ®…Â 10 {…“{…“]ı“ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â b˜…±…x…‰ ∫…‰ 12.5%
+…ËÆ˙ 15 {…“{…“]ı“ ®…Â 2.5% ®…ﬁi™…÷i…… Ω˛…‰ V……BM…“* 20 +…ËÆ˙
25 {…“{…“]“ ®…Â 48 P…∆]…Â i…EÚ ∫…“ {…™……ƒ ∫…÷Æ I…i… ÆΩ ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË*
+¶™…÷ŒCi…™……ƒ
+v™…x… ™…Ω˛ ¥™…Ci… EÚÆ˙i…… ΩË˛  EÚ n⁄˘Æ˙  ¥…i… Æ˙i… §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â
EÚ…‰ ±…¥…h…i…… ®…Â =SS… ¥™… i…™……x… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú ∫…®…™… EﬁÚ π… E‰Ú
 ±…B n⁄˘∫…Æ‰˙ ∫l……x… {…Æ˙ Æ˙…‰ {…i…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩË˛* 10 ∫…‰
20 {…“{…“]ı“ i…EÚ EÚ“  x…®x… ±…¥…h… Œ∫l… i… ®…Â ¶…“ 3  n˘x……Â ®…Â
EÚΩ˛x…‰ ™……‰M™… x…π]ı EÚ“ ∫…∆¶……¥…x…… x…Ω˛” ΩË˛* ±…‰ EÚx… 3  n˘x……Â ∫…‰
V™……n˘… B‰∫…“ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â §…“V… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…  x…®…VV…x… ∫…“ {…™……Â
E‰Ú  ±…B Ω˛… x…EÚ…Æ˙EÚ Ω˛…‰i…… ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
EÂÚp˘, EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı E‰Ú EﬁÚ{……. ¥…“., ∫¥…h…«±…i…… {…“., Bx….{…“.
Æ˙…®…S…xp˘x…, ∏…“V…™……. +…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ B.B.  π…V…÷ u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“
M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı*
®……<]ı…‰EÚ…‰Œxb≈˜™…±… b˜“ Bx… B (mt DNA) E‰Ú V…… i…¥…ﬁk…“™…
{…÷x…Æ«˙S…x…… E‰Ú +…v……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< u˘…Æ˙…
 ¥…EÚ ∫…i… +…Œh¥…EÚ ¥…ÃM…EÚ“ |……Ët…‰ M…EÚ“ {…÷ ±…x… ®…Â i……W…‰ Œ∫l… i…
®…Â +…ËÆ˙ §…Ω÷˛i… §…÷Æ˙“ i…Æ˙Ω˛ ∫…b˜“ +¥…∫l…… ®…Â v…∆∫… M…™…‰ n˘…‰
§……±…“x…  i… ®…™……Â E‰Ú V…… i…  x…h…«™… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ®…Â ∫…°Ú±… n‰˘J…… M…™……*
=x…E‰Ú i¥…S…… >i…EÚ…Â ∫…‰ V…“x……‰ ®…EÚ b˜“ Bx… B  x…EÚ…±…EÚÆ˙
®…Ë]ı…‰EÚ…‰Œxb˜™…±… b˜“Bx…B {…“∫…“+…Æ˙ =i{……n˘…Â EÚ…‰ S…GÚ“™…∞¸{… ®…Â
+x…÷GÚ ®…i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ |… i…Œπ`ˆi… {……‰]«ı±…,  ¥…]ıx…‰∫…
°Ú…‰Æ ¥Ω‰˛±∫… (www.dna-surveillance. auckland.ac.
+…Œh¥…EÚ {…Ω÷ƒ˛S… ∫…‰ n˘…‰ §……±…“x…  i… ®…™……Â E‰Ú V…… i… +…ËÆ˙
À±…M…  x…v……«Æ˙h… ®…Â ∫…°Ú±…i……
1201
nz)  V…∫…®…Â ¥…M…« ¥…Y……x…  ¥…∂…‰π…Y……Â u˘…Æ˙… {…Ω˛S……x…  EÚ™…‰ M…™…‰
 i…®…“, b˜…ÏŒ±°Úx… +…ËÆ À∂…∂…÷EÚ x…®…⁄x……Â E‰Ú +x…÷GÚ®… +…ËÆ Bx… ∫…“
§…“ +…< E‰Ú  ±…B §±……∫]ı J……‰V… (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)
∂…… ®…±… ΩË˛, E‰Ú |…™……‰M… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú  i… ®… M…h……Â EÚ“ V…… i… EÚ…
{…Ω˛S……x…  EÚ™…… M…™……* +¥……Œ{i… ∫…∆J™…… EFO57442, EFO
57443 +…ËÆ˙ EFO57444 E‰Ú +v…“x… <x… +x…÷GÚ®……Â EÚ…‰
 x…I…‰ {…i…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
®…∆b˜{…®… (®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“) E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı E÷Úhb÷˜M…±… ®…Â 2006
V…÷±……<« 17 EÚ…‰ v…∆∫… M…B 20 ®…“ EÚ“ E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« E‰Ú  i…®…“
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 17
EÚ…‰ <∫…E‰Ú ∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ + ¶…±…I…h……Â +…ËÆ˙ §……¡ V…x…x… O…∆l…“ E‰Ú
{…Æ˙“I…h… EÚÆ˙E‰Ú x…Æ˙ x…“±…  i… ®… (§……±…“x……‰{]ı“Æ˙… ®…∫E÷Ú±…∫…)
{…Ω˛S……x…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* V…… i… EÚ… + ¶… x…v……«Æ˙h… EÚ“ {…÷Œπ]ı
V…… i…¥…ﬁk…“™… {…÷x…Æ«˙S…x…… E‰Ú +…v……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“ l…“* =∫…“ I…‰j…
®…Â 2006 +M…∫i… 8 EÚ…‰ +…ËÆ˙ BEÚ  i…®…“ ¶…“ v…∆∫… M…™…… l……*
™…Ω˛ §…Ω÷˛i… ∫…b˜“ Ω÷˛<« +¥…∫l…… ®…Â l…“ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…±…“B ∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ
+ ¶…±…I…h……Â ∫…‰ <∫…E‰Ú V…… i… ™…… À±…M…  x…v……«Æ˙h… EÚÆ˙x…… +∫…∆¶…¥…
l……* V…… i…¥…ﬁk…“™… {…÷x…Æ«˙S…x…… ∫…‰ <∫…‰ •……<b¬˜∫…  i…®…“ (§…… ±…x……‰{]ı“Æ˙…
Bb‰˜x…“) {…Ω˛S……x…  EÚ™…… V…… ∫…EÚ…* ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<
u˘…Æ˙…  ¥…EÚ ∫…i… {…“∫…“+…Æ˙ +…v…… Æ˙i… À±…M…  x…v……«Æ˙h… Æ˙“ i… ∫…‰
§…“. Bb‰˜x…“ EÚ…‰ x…Æ˙ V…… i… {…Ω˛S……x…  EÚ™…… M…™……*
¥…i…«®……x… +v™…™…x… <∫… ±…B ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ΩË˛  EÚ ∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ
+ ¶…±…I…h……Â +…ËÆ˙ §……¡ V…x…x… O…∆ l…™……Â ∫…‰ V…… i… ™…… À±…M… EÚ…
{…Ω˛S……x… ∫……v™… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú +¥…∫…Æ˙…Â ®…Â +…Œh¥…EÚ {…Ω÷ƒ˛S…
∫…Ω˛“ V…… i…  x…v……«Æ˙h… E‰Ú  ±…B ={…™……‰M…“ ∫…… §…i… Ω÷˛+…* V…“ ¥…i…
∫…®…÷p˘“ ∫i… x…™……Â ∫…‰  ±…B M…B §…™……‰{∫…“ x…®…⁄x……‰Â ∫…‰ V…… i… {…Ω˛S……x…x…‰
+…ËÆ˙ À±…M… + ¶… x…v……« Æ˙i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ®…Â {…“∫…“+…Æ˙ +…v…… Æ˙i…
|……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……ƒ §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ ={…™……‰M…“ ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<, EÚ…‰S…“x… E‰Ú {…“. V…™…∂…∆EÚÆ˙, §…“.
+x…⁄{…, ¥…“.¥…“. +}∫…±… +…ËÆ˙ B®…. Æ˙…V…M……‰{……±… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙
EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
m…‰∂…Æ˙ ∫…÷Æ˙…B∆ +]ı±……Œx]ıEÚ, {…Ë ∫… °ÚEÚ, ®…‰ b˜]¬ı]ıÆ‰˙  x…™…x…
+…ËÆ˙ ÀΩ˛n˘ ®…Ω˛…∫……M…Æ˙…Â ®…Â  ¥…i…Æ˙h… E‰Ú ∫……l… n÷˘ x…™…… ¶…Æ˙ ={…Œ∫l…i…
ΩÈ˛* <x… ®…Â ∫……v……Æ˙h… m…‰∂…Æ˙ ∫…÷Æ˙… (+…±……‰ {…™……∫… ¥…±… {…x…∫…),
 §…M…+…< m…‰∂…Æ˙ (B. ∫…⁄{…Æ˙∫…“ ±…™……‰ ∫…∫…) +…ËÆ˙ ¥…‰±……{…¥…i…‘
m…‰∂…Æ˙ (B. {…‰±…… V…EÚ∫…) ∂…… ®…±… ΩË˛  V…x…®…Â ∫…§…∫…‰ §…b˜…
+…±……‰ {…™……∫… ¥…±… {…x…∫… ΩË˛* ™…‰ ∫……M…Æ˙“™… I…‰j……Â ®…Â §…∫…x…‰¥……±…“
¥…‰±……{…¥…i…‘ V…… i…™……ƒ ΩÈ˛*  °ÚÆ˙ ¶…“ ¶……‰V…x… EÚ“ i…±……∂… ®…Â ™…‰
i…]ı¥…i…‘ I…‰j……Â ®…Â P…⁄®…i…“ ΩÈ˛* UÙ…‰]‰ı ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ…‰ EÚ¶…“ EÚ¶…“
=l…±…‰ V…±…I…‰j……Â ®…Â n‰˘J…‰ V……i…‰ ΩË˛ V…§… EÚ §…b‰˜ x…®…⁄x…‰ ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™……
®…Ω˛…u˘“{…“™… ∂…‰±°Ú E‰Ú >{…Æ˙ Ω˛“ Æ˙Ω˛i…‰ ΩÈ˛* ®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı ®…Â ¥…π…«
2005 ®…Â ±…∆§…“ b˜…‰Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… <∫… ∫…÷Æ˙… E‰Ú +∫……v……Æ˙h… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
n‰˘J…‰ M…B l…‰* <∫…E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ <∫…EÚ“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +…ËÆ˙ V…Ë ¥…EÚ“
{…Æ˙  EÚB M…B E÷ÚUÙ  x…Æ˙“I…h……Â {…Æ˙  ¥…¥…Æ˙h… <∫… ±…‰J… ®…Â
®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı ∫…‰ m…‰∂…Æ˙ ∫…÷Æ˙… +…±……‰ {…™……∫… ¥…±… {…x…∫… EÚ“
|…l…®…  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜, <∫…EÚ“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +…ËÆ˙ V…Ë ¥…EÚ“ {…Æ˙  ]ı{{…h…“ E‰Ú ∫……l…
1202
|…∫i…÷i…  EÚ™…‰ V……i…‰ ΩÈ˛*
∫…∆¶……Æ˙
m…‰∂…Æ˙ ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ…‰ ®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı ®…Â 120-150 ®…“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â
|…S…… ±…i… ™…∆j…“EﬁÚi… ±…∆§…“ b˜…‰Æ˙…Â (E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« : 581) ∫…‰
{…EÚb˜… M…™…… l……* i… ®…±…x……b÷˜ E‰Ú EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“  V…±…‰ ®…Â Œ∫l…i…
i…⁄ii…⁄Æ˙ ∫…‰ +…™…‰ |…¥……∫…“ ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… |…S……±…x…  EÚ™…… M…™……
l……, ™…‰ ±……‰M… +∫l……™…“ +…v……Æ˙ {…Æ˙ +π…√“EÚ±… +…ËÆ˙ EÚhh…⁄Æ˙ ®…Â
`ˆΩ˛Æ‰˙ Ω÷˛B l…‰* 100-130 +∂¥…∂…ŒCi… E‰Ú ±…M…¶…M… 40
™…∆j…“EﬁÚi… ±…∆§…“ b˜…‰Æ˙ |…S……±…x… ®…Â ∂…… ®…±… l…‰* |…i™…‰EÚ b˜…‰Æ˙“ ®…Â
300-600 EÚ…ƒ]‰ı l…‰* ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ“ ={…±…Œ§v… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙
15-20  n˘x……Â i…EÚ x……¥… ∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â Ω˛“ Æ˙Ω˛“ l…“*  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ ®…Â
|……Æ∆˙  ¶…i… ®…i∫™…x… |…S……±…x…  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ ®…v™… i…EÚ S…±…i…… Æ˙Ω˛…*
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 18
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
±…∆§…“ b˜…‰Æ˙ ®…Â B.¥…±… {…x…∫… EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… ∫…§…∫…‰ {…Ω˛±…‰ 2005
°ÚÆ˙¥…Æ˙“ ®…Â n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ 2005 ®……S…«-+|…Ë±…
+…ËÆ˙  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ ®…Â ¶…“ <∫…EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…“* +π…√“EÚ±…
∫…‰ 2005 V…x…¥…Æ˙“- n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… E÷Ú±… ∫…÷Æ˙… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
534 ]ıx… l…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫… +¥… v… ®…Â B. ¥…±… {…x…∫… EÚ“ {…EÚb˜
32 ]ıx… (∫…÷Æ˙… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ… 6%) l…“* °ÚÆ˙¥…Æ˙“, ®……S…«,
+|…Ë±… +…ËÆ˙  n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ ®…Â <∫… V…… i… EÚ… ™……‰M…n˘…x… GÚ®…∂…:
25.2, 13.5, 9.8 +…ËÆ˙ 8.1% l…… (∫……Æ˙h…“-1)* ±…∆§…“
b˜…‰Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… ¥……Ãπ…EÚ |…™……∫… 681 BEÚEÚ l……* B. ¥…±… {…x…∫…
EÚ… ®…… ∫…EÚ {…/|… °ÚÆ˙¥…Æ˙“ ®…Â 217.3  EÚO…… ∫…‰ +|…Ë±… ®…Â
46.9 ]ıx… Ω˛…‰EÚÆ˙  ¥… ¥…v…i……  n˘J……™…“ +…ËÆ˙ ¥……Ãπ…EÚ {…/|…
46.3  EÚ O…… l…“*
V…Ë ¥…EÚ  x…Æ˙“I…h…
E÷Ú±… 104 x…®…⁄x……Â EÚ“ ±…∆§……<« EÚ… ®……{…x…  ±…™…… M…™…… l……*
280-319 ∫…‰ ®…“ EÚ“ ®……v™… ±…∆§……<« E‰Ú ∫……l… x…®…⁄x…‰ 132-
381 ∫…‰ ®…“ E‰Ú ±…∆§……<« ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â l…‰* 2 ∫…‰ 5 ®…“]ıÆ˙…Â i…EÚ EÚ“
±…∆§……<« EÚ“ ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â ∫……v……Æ˙h…i…™…… n‰˘J…“ V……i…“
ΩË˛* V…x…x… ∫…®…™… {…Æ˙ E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« 114 ∫…‰ 150 ∫…‰ ®…“
 Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“ V……i…“ ΩË˛* ¥…i…«®……x…  x…Æ˙“I…h… ®…Â x…Æ˙-®……n˘… +x…÷{……i…
1:1.18 l……* {…‰]ı E‰Ú  x…Æ˙“I…h… EÚÆ˙x…‰ {…Æ˙ EÚ]ı±… ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ
|…®…÷J… +…Ω˛…Æ˙ n‰˘J…… M…™……*
∫……Æh…“ 1. +π…√“EÚ±… ®…Â ±…∆§…“ b…‰Æ ®…Â +¥…i… Æ˙i… +…±……‰ {…™……∫… ¥…±… {…x…∫… EÚ… ®…… ΩEÚ¥……Æ {…EÚb (]) +…ËÆ |…™……∫… (BEÚEÚ)
®…Ω˛“x…… |…™……∫… E÷Ú±… E÷Ú±… ={……Œ∫l…®…“x… ∫…÷Æ˙… +…±……‰ {…™……∫… ¥…±… {…x…∫…
(B) {…EÚb˜ {…EÚb˜ % {…EÚb˜ {…/|…( EÚ O……) {…EÚb˜ % {…/|…( EÚ O……)
V…x…¥…Æ˙“ 80 54.632 27.3 49.9 27.3 340.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
°ÚÆ˙¥…Æ˙“ 75 74.944 65.6 86.3 64.7 862.4 16.3 25.2 217.3
®……S…« 52 87.421 62.0 69.7 61.0 1172.4 8.2 13.5 158.6
+|…Ë±… 105 62.533 51.1 80.6 50.4 480.0 4.9 9.8 46.9
®…<« 119 92.648 72.6 77.0 71.3 599.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
V…⁄x… 21 41.776 38.0 90.5 37.8 1800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
V…÷±……<« 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
+M…∫i… 41 58.331 53.0 89.5 52.2 1272.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
 ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ 40 51.800 41.4 79.9 41.4 1035.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ 80 96.723 69.2 71.6 69.2 865.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
x…¥…∆§…Æ˙ 45 52.125 32.6 62.4 32.6 723.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ 23 36.696 25.8 70.2 25.8 1120.3 2.1 8.1 90.4
¥……Ãπ…EÚ 681 709.629 538.5 75.2 533.5 783.4 31.6 5.9 46.3
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 19
±…∆§……<«-¶……Æ˙ ∫…∆§…∆v… EÚ… +v™…™…x… 78 x…®…⁄x……Â {…Æ˙  EÚ™……
M…™……  V…x… ®…Â 32 x…®…⁄x…‰ 242-278 ∫…‰ ®…“ (45-57  EÚ
O……) ±…∆§……<« EÚ“ ®……n˘… ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ l…“ +…ËÆ˙ ∂…‰π… 46 x…Æ˙
®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ… ±…∆§……<« ÆÈ˙S… 258-310 ∫…‰ ®…“ (46-59  EÚ
O……) l……*
 ±…M……Â EÚ“ ∫…®……∏…™…h… M…÷h……∆EÚ  ¶…z…i……B∆ 5% ∫i…Æ˙ {…Æ˙
 ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™… x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰x…‰ EÚ“ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â n˘…‰x……Â À±…M……Â E‰Ú  ±…B BEÚ
∫……®……x™… ∫…⁄j… EÚ“ M…h…x…… EÚ“ M…™…“*
Log W = -3.9861+2.6921 Log L (r=0.9980).
®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı ∫…‰ m…‰∂…Æ˙ ∫…÷Æ˙…+…Â EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… {…Æ˙ ™…Ω˛
∫…¥…«|…l…®…  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ ®…±…§……Æ˙ i…]ı {…Æ˙ ™…Ω˛ BEÚ x…<«
∂…C™… ∫…∆{…n˘… ΩË˛* BEÚ +∞¸f¯“ ∫…∆{…n˘… Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æ˙h… <∫… ∫…÷Æ˙…
E‰Ú  ±…B +SUÙ… ®…⁄±™… x…Ω˛”  ®…±……, <∫… ±…B |… i…  EÚ O…… 30-
40 Ø˚. {…Æ˙ §…‰S…  n˘™…… M…™……* ±…‰ EÚx… <∫…E‰Ú {…J……Â E‰Ú  ±…B
 ¥…n‰˘∂…“ §……W……Æ˙…Â ®…Â =SS… ®……ƒM… Æ˙Ω˛x…‰ EÚ“ Œ∫l… i… ®…Â ¶… ¥…π™… ®…Â
<∫…EÚ… ®…⁄±™… §…f¯ V……x…‰ EÚ“ ∫…∆¶……¥…x…… ΩË˛* +{…i…]ı“™… V…±…I…‰j……Â
®…Â ®……v™…V…±… ±…∆§…“ b˜…‰Æ˙ ®…i∫™…x… EÚÆ˙i…‰ ∫…®…™… <∫… + ¥…n˘…‰ Ω˛i…
V…… i…™……Â EÚ… =SS… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ“ |…i™……∂…… EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B° +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, EÚ… ±…EÚ]ı
E‰Ú {…“.{…“. ®…x……‰V…E÷Ú®……Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ {…“.{…“. {… ¥…j…x… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“
M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
¶……Æ˙i…“™… i…]ı…Â {…Æ˙ ∫…§… EÚΩ˛”  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ∂…⁄±…“ ∂…Ë±… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â
EÚ… + v…EÚi…Æ˙ +¥…i…Æ˙h… n‰˘∂… E‰Ú E÷Ú±… +¥…i…Æ˙h……Â ®…Â 70%
™……‰M…n…x… E‰Ú ∫……l… M…÷V…Æ…i… +…ËÆ ®…Ω…Æ…π]≈ E‰Ú =ii…Æ {…Œ∂S…®…
i…]ı ∫…‰ +…i…… ΩË˛* =ii…Æ˙ {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı {…Æ˙ 95% ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â
EÚ…‰ +…x……™…EÚ…Â ∫…‰ {…EÚb˜… V……i…… ΩË˛  V…x…EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h… M…÷V…Æ…i…
E‰Ú ¥…‰Æ…¥…±… ®…Â +…ËÆ ®…Ω…Æ…π]≈ E‰Ú ®…÷ ∆§…<« ®…Â  EÚ™……
V……i…… ΩË*
®…÷∆§…<« ®…Â ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ |…®…÷J…i…: ∂…“¥……xb˜“
∫l……x…“™… x……®… EÚ… ∂…Ë±… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı {……x™…÷ ±…Æ˙∫… {……Ï ±…°Ú…M…∫…
{…Æ˙ +… ∏…i… ΩË˛* {…⁄Æ‰˙ ¥…π…« ®…Â ={…Œ∫l…i… Ω˛…‰x…‰ {…Æ˙ ¶…“ <∫…EÚ“
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙- n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ®……Ë∫… ®…EÚ |…S…÷Æ˙i……
 n˘J……i…“ ΩË˛*
x™…⁄ °‰ÚÆ˙“ ¥……°«Ú ®…Â  ∫…i…∆§…Æ˙ '06 E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… +…x……™…EÚ…Â u˘…Æ˙…
x™…⁄°‰ÚÆ˙“ ¥……°«Ú, ®…÷∆§…<« ®…Â ∂…Ë±… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı
{……x™…÷ ±…Æ˙∫… {……‰ ±…°Ú…M…∫… EÚ“ ¶……Æ˙“ {…EÚb˜
1203
∂…Ë±… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ… +¶…⁄i…{…⁄¥…« =SS… {…EÚb˜ EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
 EÚ™…… M…™……* 2-9-06 EÚ…‰ 93 +…x……™…EÚ…Â x…‰ |… i… +…x……™…EÚ
+…Ë∫…i… 95  EÚ O…… {…EÚb˜ E‰Ú ∫……l… ±…M…¶…M… 8.8 ]ıx… ∂…Ë±…
®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚ™……* =ii…Æ˙ {…Œ∂S…®…  n˘∂…… ®…Â
40-50 ®…“ EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« E‰Ú ®…i∫™…x… i…±… ®…Â 8-10  n˘x……Â
i…EÚ ®…i∫™…x… S……±…⁄ Æ˙Ω˛…* °Ú“i…… ®…“x… (65.1 ]ıx…) +…ËÆ˙
 ∫…B x…b¬˜∫… (55.8 ]ıx…) =∫…  n˘x… EÚ“ +x™… |…®…÷J… {…EÚb˜
l…“* ±…‰ EÚx… Z…”M…… {…EÚb˜  ¥…S……Æ˙h…“™… i……ËÆ˙ {…Æ˙ EÚ®… l…“*
®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â ∫…‰ ®……j… E÷Ú±… +…™… 50 ±……J… Ø˚. l……, V……‰ ∫…EÚ±…
®…UÙ±…“ {…EÚb˜ ∫…‰ |……{i… +…™… EÚ… ±…M…¶…M… 50% l……*
 n˘x……∆EÚ 2-9-'06 EÚ…‰ |……{i… {…EÚb˜ ∫…‰ 66 x…Æ˙ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â
EÚ… ®……{…x…  ±…™…… M…™…… V……‰ 248  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú ®……v™… +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú
∫……l… 145 ∫…‰ 385  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…‰ M…B l…‰* 97 ®……n˘…
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 20
®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ… ¶…“ ®……{…x…  ±…™…… M…™…… V……‰ 264  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú
®……v™… +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫……l… 215 ∫…‰ 375  ®… ®…“ E‰Ú §…“S… n‰˘J…‰
M…B l…‰* <∫…“ |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ 16-9-'06 EÚ…‰ ¶…“ n‰˘J…“
M…™…“ l…“*
+…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ {…EÚb˜ EÚ…‰ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â Ω˛“ UÙ…ƒ]ı
 n˘™…… M…™……* +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â BEÚ  EÚ O…… EÚ… ®…⁄±™… 592
Ø˚. l……*  x…®……Ê S…i… B¥…∆ ]⁄ı]‰ı-°⁄Ú]‰ı +¥…™…¥……Â E‰Ú ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰
 x…EÚ…±…  n˘™…… M…™…… l……* i……‰±…x…‰ E‰Ú {…Ω˛±…‰ +∆b˜ ™…÷Ci… ®……n˘…+…Â
EÚ…‰ +∆b˜…Â ∫…‰ V…±…  x…EÚ…±…x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B  x…S……‰b˜  n˘™…… M…™…… l……*
{…EÚb˜ EÚ…‰ I… i… ∫…‰ Æ˙…‰EÚx…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B §…°«Ú b˜…±…EÚÆ˙ {±……Œ∫]ıEÚ
G‰Ú]ı…Â ®…Â i…÷Æ∆˙i… Ω˛“ {…ËEÚ  EÚ™…… M…™……*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…÷∆§…<« +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, ®…÷∆§…<« E‰Ú
B.b˜“. ∫……¥…∆i…, V…‰.+…Æ˙. b˜™…∫…, E‰Ú.§…“. ¥……M®…‰™…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…÷V…“i…
∫…÷xn˘Æ˙®… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı*
 S…j…-1 ®…÷∆§…<« ®…Â {……x™…⁄ ±…Æ˙∫… {……‰ ±…°Ú…M…∫… EÚ“ +…x……™…
{…EÚb˜
¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú {…⁄¥…‘ i…]ı E‰Ú ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ i……±……§……Â ®…Â ∫…∆¥…Ãv…i…
ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰  J…±……x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B  {…UÙ±…‰ n˘…‰ n˘∂…EÚ…Â ∫…‰ V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J……Â
+…ËÆ˙ {…∂S…V…±……Â ∫…‰ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…  ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x…  EÚ™…… V……i…… l……*
+…V… §……ƒM…±…⁄Æ˙, EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“, S…‰z…<« +…ËÆ˙ E‰ÚÆ˙±… E‰Ú Ω˛…‰]ı±……Â
M…… b˜±……®… V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ®…Â ∫…“{…“ ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı… EÚ…  ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x…1204
®…Â ¶……‰V…x… E‰Ú ∞¸{… ®…Â ¶…“ ∫…“{…“ ®……∆∫… {…Æ˙…‰∫…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
M…… b˜±……®… V¥……Æ˙x…n˘®…÷J… ∫…‰ 2006 ®……S…« +…ËÆ˙ +|…Ë±… E‰Ú
 S…j… 1 l…Ë ±…™……Â ®…Â ®…i∫™…x… {……‰i……∏…™… ®…Â ±……B ∫…“ {…™……ƒ  S…j… 2 ∂…÷r˘ EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ]≈‰ı ®…Â Æ˙J…“ Ω÷˛<« ∫…“ {…™……ƒ
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 21
n˘…ËÆ˙…x… ¶……Æ˙“ ®……j…… ®…Â ∫…“{…“ ®…‰ Æ˙ ]≈ıC∫… EÚ…∫]ı… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙“
 ¥…n˘…‰Ω˛x… n‰˘J…… M…™……* EÚ…‰ b˜CEÚ±…E÷Ú{{…®…, ∫…÷i…÷E÷Ú±…®… +…ËÆ˙
n‰˘¥…x……®… {…Œ]¬ı]ıx…®… E‰Ú ±…M…¶…M… 80-100 {…÷Ø˚π… +…ËÆ˙ Œ∫j…™……ƒ
<x… n˘…‰ ®…Ω˛“x……Â ®…Â ∫…“{…“ E‰Ú Ω˛∫i…S…™…x… ®…Â ±…M…‰ Ω÷˛B l…‰* ∫…÷§…Ω˛
∫…‰ ∂…÷∞¸ Ω˛…‰x…‰¥……±…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“  n˘x… E‰Ú ∫…®…™… 11 §…V…‰ i…EÚ
Ω˛…‰i…“ Æ˙Ω˛i…“ ΩË˛* BEÚ Ω˛“  n˘x… ®…Â EÚ®… ∫…‰ EÚ®… n˘…‰ ™…… i…“x…
]ı…‰EÚÆ˙“  EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ E‰Ú ∫……l… Œ∫j…™……ƒ |… i… n˘x… 60 ∫…‰ 90/- Ø˚
i…EÚ EÚ®…… ∫…EÚi…“ l…“* i…]ı E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı E‰Ú I…‰j……Â ®…Â ∫…“ {…™……Â
EÚ… {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… ®…n˘…Á EÚ… EÚ…®… l……*  °Ú∂… ]≈ıEÚ u˘…Æ˙… EÚb˜±…⁄Æ˙
®…i∫™…x… {……‰i……∏…™… ®…Â {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ |… i… ]ı§… (±…M…¶…M…
50  EÚ.O…….) 150/- Ø˚ EÚ“ n˘Æ˙ {…Æ˙ §…‰S…  n˘™…… M…™……*
∫…∆O… Ω˛i… ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ ]ı§… ®…Â {…∆ŒCi…™……Â ®…Â Æ˙J…  n˘™…… M…™……
( S…j…- 2) +…ËÆ˙ ]ı§… E‰Ú ®…÷ƒΩ˛ i…EÚ ∫……°Ú ∫…®…÷p˘ V…±… ∫…‰ ¶…Æ˙
EÚÆ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ∂……‰v…x… E‰Ú  ±…B 3 ∫…‰ 4 P…∆]ı…Â i…EÚ B‰∫…‰ Ω˛“ Æ˙J…
 n˘™…… M…™……* ]ı§… ∫…‰ ∫…®…÷p˘V…±…  x…EÚ…±…EÚÆ˙ ∫…“ {…™……Â EÚ…‰ +SUÙ“
i…Æ˙Ω˛ v……‰EÚÆ˙ {… Æ˙¥…Ω˛x… E‰Ú  ±…B ]≈ıEÚ ®…Â ¶…Æ˙  n˘™…… M…™……*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, S…‰z…<« E‰Ú
+…Æ˙. i…∆M…¥…‰±…÷, {…“. {…⁄¥…hh…x…, B∫…. Æ˙…V…{…… EÚ™…®… +…ËÆ˙ B∫….
®……‰Ω˛x… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı*
EÚ…ƒ]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙ u˘…Æ˙… +¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚB V……x…‰ ¥……±…‰ O…⁄{…Æ˙…Â EÚ…  x…™……«i…
§……W……Æ˙ ®…Â J…⁄§… ®……ƒM… ΩË˛* ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… B¥…∆ S……Æ˙…Â +…‰Æ˙ Œ∫l…i…
3-5 ∫…®…÷p˘“ J……t  x…™……«i… °Ú®…« ¥…π…« 2000 ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ˙ S…“x…
+…ËÆ˙ Ω˛…ÂM…EÚ…ÂM… EÚ…‰ B {…x…‰°‰Ú±…∫… ]ı…Ï ¥…x…… +…ËÆ˙ <«. ®……±…§…… Æ˙EÚ∫…
EÚ…  x…™……«i… EÚÆ˙i…‰ +… Æ˙Ω‰˛ ΩÈ˛*
®…UÙ±…“ EÚ…‰ {…EÚb˜x…‰ E‰Ú i…÷Æ∆˙ i… §……n˘ ¥……™…÷ +…∂…™… EÚ…‰ ∫…∆¶…… ¥…i…
I… i… Æ˙…‰EÚx…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B <∫…E‰Ú ®…÷ƒΩ˛ EÚ…‰ x……<±……Ïx… Æ˙∫∫…“ ∫…‰
EÚ∫…EÚÆ˙ §……∆v…  n˘™…… V……i…… ΩË˛ ( S…j… 1)* E÷Ú±… {…EÚb˜ EÚ…‰
{……Ï ±…l…“x… ∂…“]ı ∫…‰ +…‰f¯x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ <∫…E‰Ú >{…Æ˙ §…°«Ú E‰Ú
]÷ıEÚb‰˜  §…UÙ…EÚÆ˙ {… Æ˙Æ˙ I…i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* <∫… Œ∫l… i… ®…Â
{…EÚb˜ EÚ…‰ i…]ı {…Æ˙ x…“±……®… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ±……i…“ ΩË˛* +¥…i…Æ˙h…
EÂÚp˘ ®…Â J…Æ˙“n˘“ E‰Ú §……n˘ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ +…¥…ﬁi… ¥……x… ®…Â ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… ∫…‰ O…⁄{…Æ˙ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…  x…™……«i…1205
¥™…¥…Ω˛…Æ˙ Æ˙“ i…™……Â E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙ {…ËÀEÚM… ∂…‰c˜ ®…Â {… Æ˙¥… Ω˛i…
 EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛* 2  EÚ O…… ∫…‰ + v…EÚ ¶……Æ˙ EÚ“ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ“
V™……n˘… ®……ƒM… Ω˛…‰i…“ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ +…EÚ…Æ˙ B¥…∆ ®……ƒM… E‰Ú +…v……Æ˙ {…Æ˙
|… i…  EÚ O…… 150/- ∫…‰ 300/- Ø˚. i…EÚ EÚ“ ®…⁄±™… {…Æ˙
J…Æ˙“n˘  n˘™…‰ V……i…‰ ΩË˛*
 S…j… 1 O…⁄{…Æ˙ {…EÚb˜ EÚ… BEÚ o˘∂™…, ®…÷ƒΩ˛ x……<±……Ïx… Æ˙∫∫…“ ∫…‰
§……∆v…… M…™…… ΩË˛
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 22
<x… O…⁄{…Æ˙ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰ BEÚ BEÚ EÚÆ˙E‰Ú i……‰±…EÚÆ˙  ¥… ¶…z…
+…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú l…‰®……ÊEÚ…‰±… {…‰ ]ı™……Â ®…Â {…ËEÚ  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩÈ˛* |… i…
{…‰]ı“ ®…Â ±…M…¶…M… 40  EÚ O…… ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ Ω˛…‰i…“ ΩË˛* {…‰]ı“ ®…Â
∫…§…∫…‰ {…Ω˛±…‰ §…°«Ú E‰Ú ]÷ıEÚb‰˜ b˜…±…i…‰ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú >{…Æ˙
{……Ï ±…l…“x… ∂…“]ı °ËÚ±……i…‰ ΩË˛* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ O…⁄{…Æ˙ ®…UÙ ±…™……Â EÚ…‰
Æ˙J…EÚÆ˙ =∫…“ ∂…“]ı ∫…‰ +…‰f¯… V……i…… +…ËÆ˙ <∫…E‰Ú >{…Æ˙ §…°«Ú E‰Ú
]÷ıEÚb‰˜  §…∫……Æ˙i…‰ ΩË˛ i…… EÚ ®…UÙ±…“ {…Æ˙ §…°«Ú EÚ… ∫…“v…“ ∫…∆{…E«Ú
x…Ω˛” Ω˛…‰ V……B* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ {…‰]ı“ EÚ…‰ §…∆n˘ EÚÆ˙ n‰˘i…… ΩË˛* ∫…‰±±……‰°‰Úx…
]‰ı{… ∫…‰ l…‰®……ÊE⁄Ú±… {…‰]ı“ {…⁄Æ˙“ EÚ“ {…⁄Æ˙“ i…Æ˙Ω˛ ∫…“±… EÚÆ˙  n˘™……
V……i…… ΩË˛* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘ <x… {…‰ ]ı™……Â EÚ…‰ EÚx™……E÷Ú®……Æ˙“ EÚ…‰ +…ËÆ˙
¥…Ω˛…ƒ ∫…‰ S…“x… +…ËÆ˙ Ω˛…ÂM…EÚ…ÂM… EÚ…‰  x…™……«i…  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
x…¥…∆§…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ®……S…« E‰Ú §…“S… ∏…ﬁ∆M…EÚ…±… E‰Ú ∫……l… {…⁄Æ‰˙ ¥…π…« ®…Â <∫…
|…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ…  x…™……«i… EÚ…™…« Ω˛…‰i…… Æ˙Ω˛i…… ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘,
]⁄ı ]ıEÚ…‰ Æ˙x… E‰Ú V…“. +Ø˚®…÷J…®… +…ËÆ˙ ]ı“.B∫…. §……±…∫…÷•…®…h™…x…
u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
∫…÷Æ˙®…<« ®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B  §…UÙ…B M…B §…Ω÷˛ i…∆i…÷EÚ {……‰ ±…|……‰ {…±…“x…
V……±… ®…Â 2005 V…÷±……<« 18 EÚ…‰ °∆Ú∫… M…™…“ 21.1 °Ú“]ı
±…∆§……<« EÚ“ ®…ﬁi… ®……n˘…  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ…‰ ∫…§…‰Æ‰˙ EÚ…‰¥…±…®… i…]ı {…Æ˙
±……™…“ M…™…“*
EÚ…‰¥…±…®… ®…UÙ±…“ +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â Æ˙…<x……‰b˜…Ïx… ]ı…<{…∫… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…1206
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, S…‰z…<« E‰Ú
¥…“. i…x…{… i…, B®…. Æ˙¥…“xp˘x…, ¥…“.B. ±…‰∫±…“, B∫…. M…h…‰∂…x…,
b˜“. {……ŒCEÚÆ˙“, B. V……x…EÚ“Æ˙…®… +…ËÆ˙ B®…. +x{…÷ u˘…Æ˙… EÚ“
M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ…‰±±…®… ®…Â 12-9-"06 EÚ…‰ 46 ®…“ EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<«  ®…Â |…S…… ±…i…
BEÚ +…x……™… V……±… ®…Â °∆Ú∫… M…B  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ…‰ ∂……ŒCi…E÷Ú±…∆M…Æ˙…
®…i∫™…x… {……‰i……∏…™… ®…Â ±……™…… M…™……* 445 ∫…‰ ®…“ E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<«
E‰Ú <∫… x…Æ˙  i… ®… EÚ… ¶……Æ˙ ±…M…¶…M… 2 ]ıx… l……* <∫…  i… ®…
EÚ…‰±±…®… ®…Â BEÚ  i… ®… ∫…÷Æ˙… Æ˙…<x……‰b˜…Ïx… ]ı…<{…∫… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…1207
∫…÷Æ˙… EÚ…‰ 1000/- Ø˚ {…Æ˙ §…‰S…  n˘™…… M…™……*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú EÚ…‰±±…®… I…‰j… EÂÚp˘, EÚ…‰±±…®… E‰Ú
 ∫…V……‰ {……Ï±… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı
{…÷ ±…EÚ…]ı i…]ı {…Æ˙ 2006 °ÚÆ˙¥…Æ˙“-®……S…« E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x…
§…… §…±……‰ x…™…… Œ∫{…Æ˙…]ı… EÚ“ BEÚ +∫……v……Æ˙h… ∫…“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
{…÷ ±…EÚ…]ı i…]ı {…Æ˙ ∫…V…“¥… V…`ˆÆ˙{……n˘ §…… §…±……‰ x…™…… Œ∫{…Æ˙…]ı…
EÚ… +∫……v……Æ˙h… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
1208
n‰˘J…“ M…™…“* <∫… +¥… v… ®…Â {…÷ ±…EÚ…]ı ®…Â ±…M…¶…M… 78.5 ]ıx…
V…`ˆÆ˙{……n˘ +¥…i…Æ˙h… Ω÷˛+… l……* §……Ω˛Æ˙“ <∆V…x… ±…M……B M…B B¥…∆
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 23
EÚ… ∂…®…‰b÷˜ ®…i∫™…x… {……‰i……∏…™… ®…Â 2005 V…x…¥…Æ˙“ ∫…‰ 2005
 n˘∫…∆§…Æ˙ i…EÚ EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â EÚ…ƒ]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙, ™…∆j…“EﬁÚi…  M…±…V……±…,
+…x……™… V……±… B¥…∆ {…z…÷¥…±…Ë ( M…±… V……±…), EÚ…‰±…¥…±…Ë
( b≈˜}]ıV……±…) +…ËÆ˙ {…SS…¥…±…Ë (EÚ…∫]ıV……±…) V…Ë∫…‰ n‰˘∂…“ ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â
®…Â ±…M…¶…M… 61.5 ]ıx… B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
Ω÷˛+… l…… (∫……Æ˙h…“-1)*
S…‰z…<« i…]ı ®…Â ]ı±……∆M… C™…⁄x… °Ú∂… ∫EÚ…‰®§…‰Æ˙…‰<b¬˜∫… EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫…
EÚ… +∫……v……Æ˙h… ¶……Æ˙“ +¥…i…Æ˙h…
1209
B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* 2005
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ EÚ“ {…EÚb˜ ®…Â ∫…÷Æ˙®…<« +…ËÆ˙ EÚÆÈ˙ V…b˜…Â EÚ…‰ {…“U‰Ù
UÙ…‰b˜EÚÆ˙ B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫… |…®…÷J… l…“* |… i… x……¥… {…EÚb˜
50 ∫…‰ 200  EÚ O…… E‰Ú ÆÈ˙S… ®…Â l…“ (∫……Æ˙h…“-2)
∫……Æ˙h…“-1 S…‰z…<« ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ {……‰i……∏…™… ®…Â ¥…π…« 2005 n˘…ËÆ˙…x…
 ¥… ¶…z… ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â ®…Â B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫… EÚ“ {…EÚb˜
∫…∆¶……Æ˙ {…EÚb˜ {… |… B |… |…™……∫…
(]ı) ( EÚ O……) (BEÚEÚ)
EÚ…ƒ]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙ 14.1 3.5 4038
™…∆j…“EﬁÚi…  M…±…V……±… 27.4 18.3 1494
+…x……™…V……±… 14.6 0.7 20087
+x™… BEÚEÚ 5.4 1.5 3640
E÷Ú±… 61.5
∫……Æ˙h…“-2  ¥… ¶…z… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘…Â ®…Â EÚ…ƒ]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… 2005
+Ci…⁄§…Æ˙ E‰Ú n˘…ËÆ˙…x… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÚ“ M…™…“ B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫…
EÚ“ +…EÚ ±…i… {…EÚb˜
EÂÚp˘ {…EÚb˜ {… |… B |… |…™……∫… E÷Ú±… {…EÚb˜
(]ı) ( EÚ O……) (BEÚEÚ) ®…Â %
EÚ… ∂…®…‰b÷˜ 3.6 11.9 303 25.9
 S…z…x…“±…x…EÚÆË˙ 0.4 8.9 90 27.8
 S…z……Œxb˜E÷Ú{{…®… 0.5 7.1 70 30.6
x…™…x……Æ˙E÷Ú{{…®… 0.7 4.1 171 16.4
{…x…™…⁄Æ˙ 1.8 14.4 125 36.2
EÚ…‰¥…±…®… 6.0 18.6 323 79.2
E÷Ú±… 13.0
 S…z…x…“±…x…EÚÆË˙ ,  S…z……Œxb˜E÷Ú{{…®…, x…™…x……Æ˙E÷Ú{{…®…, {…x…™…⁄Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙
EÚ…‰¥…±…®… +¥…i…Æ˙h… E‰Úxp˘…Â ®…Â |…S…… ±…i… EÚ…ƒ]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙…
x……¥……¥…±…Ë E‰Ú |…S……±…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…“ x……¥……Â u˘…Æ˙… ®…i∫™…x… S…±……™……
M…™…… l……* {…EÚb˜ EÚ…‰ |… i…  EÚ O…… 55/- Ø˚. EÚ“ n˘Æ˙ {…Æ˙ §…‰S…
 n˘™…… M…™……*
<∫… i…Æ˙Ω˛ ¶……Æ˙“ ®……j…… ®…Â <x… V…`ˆÆ˙{……n˘…Â E‰Ú ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… ∫…‰
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â ∫…∆¶…… ¥…i…  M…Æ˙…¥…]ı EÚ“ o˘Œπ]ı ®…Â {…∆S……™…i… x…‰ <∫…
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ {…Æ˙ BEÚ Æ˙…‰v… ±…M……  n˘™……*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, S…‰z…<«
E‰Ú.+…Æ˙. i…∆M…¥…‰±…÷, +…ËÆ˙ {…“. {…⁄¥…hh…x… u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“
 Æ˙{……‰]«ı
EÚ…‰¥…±…®… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â 6  n˘x……Â ®…Â B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫…
EÚ… ¶……Æ˙“ +¥…i…Æ˙h… n‰˘J…… M…™…… - 6.0 ]ıx… ®…Â 3.8 ]ıx…
(∫……Æ˙h…“ - 3)*
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 24
<∫… +¥… v… ®…Â EÚ…‰¥…±…®… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â <∫… V…… i… E‰Ú
 ±…B 1.52 ±……J… Ø˚. EÚ… ®…⁄±™… |……{i… Ω÷˛+… l……* <∫…E‰Ú
+ i… Æ˙Ci… ∫…÷Æ˙®…<« +…ËÆ˙ EÚÆÈ˙  V…b˜ V…Ë∫…“ +x™… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â ∫…‰
±…M…¶…M… 30,600/- Ø˚ ¶…“ UÙΩ˛  n˘x……Â ®…Â <x…EÚ…‰ |……{i… Ω÷˛+…
l……*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, S…‰z…<« E‰Ú
B∫…. Æ˙…V…{…… EÚ™…®…, B∫…. ®……‰Ω˛x…, E‰Ú. ®…÷ x…™……Œxb˜ +…ËÆ˙ B.
n‰˘¥…‰xp˘ M……∆v…“ u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙  EÚ™…… M…™…… ±…‰J…*
∫……Æ˙h…“-3 EÚ…‰¥…±…®… +¥…i…Æ˙h… EÂÚp˘ ®…Â B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫…
EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h…
i……Æ˙“J… {…EÚb˜ {… |… B |… E÷Ú±… {…EÚb˜
( EÚ O……) ( EÚ O……) ®…Â %
15.10.2005 500 33.3
16.10.2005 660 33.0





EÚ“±……EÚÆË˙ ®…Â 19-9-2006 EÚ…‰ BEÚ |…¥……±…∫…∆M…“ O…⁄{…Æ˙
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â ®……z……Æ˙ EÚ“ J……b˜“ ∫…‰ O…⁄{…Æ˙ B {…x…‰°‰Ú±…∫… }±……¥……‰∫…“Ø˚±…∫… -
|…l…®…  Æ˙EÚ…b«˜
1210
B {…x…‰°‰Ú±…∫… }±……¥……‰∫…“Ø˚±…∫… EÚ… +¥…i…Æ˙h… Ω÷˛+…* ®……z……Æ˙
EÚ“ J……b˜“ ®…Â +…{{…… u˘“{… E‰Ú  x…EÚ]ı 8 ®…“ EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â
∫l…… {…i… BEÚ °∆Ún˘… ®…Â ™…Ω˛ {…EÚb˜… M…™…… l……* ∫…‰Æ˙… x…b‰˜ E÷Ú±… ®…Â
+…x…‰¥……±…“ <∫… V…… i… EÚ…‰ x…“±… +…ËÆ˙ {…“i… O…⁄{…Æ˙ EÚΩ˛i…… ΩË˛
+…ËÆ˙ i… ®…±… ®…Â <∫…EÚ… x……®… ΩË˛ ®…∆V…±… EÚ±…¥……* |……Ëf¯ x…®…⁄x……Â
E‰Ú {…∆J…Â {…⁄h…«i…: {…“i… Ω˛…‰i…‰ ΩË˛ V…§… EÚ  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙…Â ®…Â ™…‰ +v…… {…“i…
+…ËÆ˙ +…v…… x…“±… Ω˛…‰i…‰ ΩÈ˛* S…j… 1 B {…x…‰°‰Ú±…∫… }±……¥……‰∫…“Ø˚±…∫…
 S…j… 1 B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫…
EÚ…‰¥…±… ®…Â EÚ]ı…®…Æ˙“x……Â ∫…‰ |…S…… ±…i… EÚ…ƒ]ı… b˜…‰Æ˙…Â EÚ… + v…EÚi…Æ˙
|…™……‰M… Ω˛…‰i…… l……* B∫…. EÚ®…Ê∫……‰ z…™……x…∫… EÚ… +…EÚ…Æ˙ 88 ∫…‰
®…“ E‰Ú ®……v™… +…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫……l… 75-110 ∫…‰ ®…“ l……* 4.0
 EÚ O…… E‰Ú +…Ë∫…i… ¶……Æ˙ E‰Ú ∫……l… ¶……Æ˙ EÚ… ÆÈ˙S… 2.6 ∫…‰ 10
 EÚ O…… l……*
∫….®…….∫…⁄.∫…‰., i… ¥…  ¥… +∆EÚ ∫…∆ : 190, 2006 25
<∫… x…®…⁄x…‰ E‰Ú ∂……Æ˙“ Æ˙EÚ ®……{…x… x…“S…‰  n˘B V……i…‰ ΩË˛*
E÷Ú±… ±…∆§……<« : 39 ∫…‰ ®…“
{…ﬁπ`ˆ E∆Ú]ıEÚ…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… : 11
{…ﬁπ`ˆ x…Æ˙®… +Æ˙…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… : 17
M…÷n˘ E∆Ú]ıEÚ…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… : 3
M…÷n˘ x…Æ˙®… +Æ˙…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… : 8
E÷Ú±… ¶……Æ˙ : 1.27  EÚ O……
¶……Æ˙i…“™… ®…Ω˛…∫…®…÷p˘ ®…Â  b˜§……=]ı“ n˘ I…h… ∫…‰ n˘ I…h… +… £ÚEÚ…
(34ºS) ®…Â +±…M……‰¥…… J……b˜“ i…EÚ +…ËÆ˙ {…⁄¥…‘  n˘∂…… ®…Â
+…xb˜®……x… ∫…®…÷p˘ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…÷®……]≈ı… E‰Ú =ii…Æ˙…O… ®…Â ∫……§……∆M… u˘“{…
+…ËÆ˙ ®……‰∫……Œ®§…EÚ, W……x…W…“§……Æ˙, E‰Ú x…™……, Æ˙“™…⁄ x…™…x…, ®……‰Æ˙“ ∂…±…∫…,
∫…‰x]ı. •……xb˜…‰x∫… ∂……‰±∫…, ∫…‰™…S…‰±…“∫…, ±…I…u˘“{… u˘“{… ∫…®…⁄Ω˛…Â ®…Â
¶…“  ¥…i… Æ˙i… ΩË˛* +v……‰V…±… ®…Â S…±……B M…B o˘∂™…  x…Æ˙“I…h……Â E‰Ú
W… Æ˙B ¶……Æ˙i… E‰Ú {…Œ∂S…®… i…]ı ®…Â ¶…“ <∫… V…… i… EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i…
 Æ˙EÚ…b«˜ EÚ“ V……i…“ ΩË˛*  °ÚÆ˙ ¶…“ ±……±… ∫…®…÷p˘ ™…… {…‰Ã∫…™…x…
J……b˜“ ®…Â <∫…EÚ“ ={…Œ∫l… i… {…Æ˙ V……x…EÚ…Æ˙“ x…Ω˛” ΩË˛*
B‰∫…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı EÚ“ V……i…“ ΩË˛  EÚ <∫…E‰Ú  EÚ∂……‰Æ˙ =l…±…‰ |…¥……±……Â ®…Â
Æ˙Ω˛i…‰ ΩË˛ V…§… EÚ §…b˜“ ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ M…Ω˛Æ‰˙ I…‰j… E‰Ú |…¥……±……Â ®…Â
Æ˙Ω˛x…‰¥……±…“ ΩÈ˛* 10-150 ®…“ EÚ“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« <∫… V…… i… E‰Ú  ±…B
+x…÷E⁄Ú±… {…™……«¥…Æ˙h… n‰˘J…… M…™…… ΩË˛* O…⁄{…Æ˙ B {…x…°‰Ú±∫…
}±……¥……‰∫…“Ø˚±…∫… 90 ∫…‰ ®…“ ±…∆§……<« i…EÚ §…f¯i…“ ΩË˛ +…ËÆ˙ 15
 EÚ O…… i…EÚ EÚ… ¶……Æ˙ |……{i… EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ EÚ<« |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“
®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ, EÚE«Ú]ı, ÀS…M…]ı, ∂…⁄±…“ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı, Œ∫C¥…b¬˜∫… +…ËÆ˙
UÙ…‰]‰ı +π]ı¶…÷V……Â EÚ…‰ J……i…“ ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…∆b˜{…®… I…‰j…“™… EÂÚp˘, ®…∆b˜{…®…
EËÚ®{… E‰Ú ®……‰±…“ ¥…M…‘∫…, ∫…“. EÚ… ∂…x……l…x… +…ËÆ˙ B®…. ∫…“x…“
u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“  Æ˙{……‰]«ı*
"V…{……x…“∫… §±…x…i……‰x… ±……‰§∫]ıÆ˙' +…ËÆ˙ i… ®…±… ®…Â "+±…¬EÚb˜±…
 ∂…¥…{{…÷  ∫…M…ÂÆ˙…' x……®… ∫…‰ V……x…x…‰¥……±…… {… ±…x…∫]ı∫… ¥……M…‰x… ∫…∫…
100-200 ®…“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â n‰˘J…‰ V……x…‰ ¥……±…‰ ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı ΩÈ˛
 V…x…EÚ…‰ M…¶…“Æ˙ ∫……M…Æ˙ +…x……™……Â ®…Â {…EÚb˜… V……i…… ΩË˛* ±…‰ EÚx…
15-9-2006 EÚ…‰ 45-50  ®… ®…“ V……±…… I… +…™……®… E‰Ú
BEÚ i…±…“™…  M…±… V……±… "x……CE÷Ú ¥…±…Ë' ®…Â i…“x… {…“. ¥……M…‰x… ∫…∫…
®……n˘… |……{i… Ω÷˛<« l…”* <∫… ∫…∆¶……Æ˙ EÚ… |…S……±…x… EÚE«Ú]ı +…ËÆ˙
®…UÙ ±…™……Â E‰Ú  ±…B 5-10 ®…“ M…Ω˛Æ˙…<« ®…Â  EÚ™…… V……i…… ΩË˛*
{…EÚb˜ ®…Â |……{i… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ“ {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« ±…∆§……<« 48-70  ®…
®…“ l…“* ™…‰ ±……±…¶…⁄Æ˙… Æ∆˙M… EÚ“ l…” +…ËÆ˙ {…ﬁπ`ˆ¥…®…« EÚ… +O…
S…‰z…<« ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ {……‰i……∏…™… ®…Â n‰˘∂…“ ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙…
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®……ÃV…x… {…Æ˙ ±……±… {…Œ]¬ı]ı™……ƒ n‰˘J…“ M…™…“ l…”* =n˘Æ˙ EÚ… {…ﬁπ`ˆ ¶……M…
∂¥…‰i…  S…Œii…™……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… n‰˘J…… M…™…… l……* |…l…®… ∏…ﬁ∆ M…EÚ… +…ËÆ˙
{…… ±…x…∫]ı∫… ¥……M…‰x… ∫…∫…
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{……n˘…Â {…Æ˙ ∂¥…‰i… {…Œ]¬ı]ı™……ƒ l…”*
¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…®…÷p˘…Â ∫…‰ n‰˘∂…“ ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â ®…Â {…“. ¥……M…‰x… ∫…∫… EÚ“
={…±…Œ§v… {…Æ˙ ™…Ω˛ |…l…®…  Æ˙{……‰]«ı ΩË˛* {…“. ¥……M…‰x… ∫…∫… <xb˜…‰-
¥…‰∫]ı {…∫… °ÚEÚ I…‰j…, Ω˛…Âπ…÷ u˘“{…, V……{……x…, i……™…±…Ëxb˜, n˘ I…h…-
{…Œ∂S…®… ¶……Æ˙i… +…ËÆ˙ +…xb˜®……x∫… ®…Â n‰˘J…‰ V……x…‰¥……±…… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı
ΩË˛* ™…‰ J……x…‰ ™……‰M™… Ω˛…‰x…‰ E‰Ú ∫……l… ∫……l… +±…∆EÚ…Æ˙“ ®…⁄±™… E‰Ú ¶…“
ΩÈ˛* V……{……x… ®…Â  ¥…Æ˙±… ∞¸{… ®…Â |……{i… <x… ®…Ω˛…ÀS…M…]ı…Â EÚ…‰
V…±…∂……±……+…Â EÚ…‰ §…‰S… n‰˘i…‰ ΩË˛*
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú ®…p˘…∫… +x…÷∫…∆v……x… EÂÚp˘, S…‰z…<« E‰Ú
B∫…. ±…I®…“  {…±±…Ë +…ËÆ˙ {…“.  i…Ø˚ ®…±…÷ u˘…Æ˙… i…Ë™……Æ˙ EÚ“ M…™…“
 Æ˙{……‰]«ı










E‰Úxp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x…
{…“.§…“. ∫…∆. 1603, BÆ˙h……E÷Ú±…®… x……‰i…« b˜…EÚ
EÚ…‰S…“x… - 682 018, ¶……Æ˙i…
<«-®…‰±… : cmfrilib@md4.vsnl.net.in
®…⁄±™… : 10,000/- Ø˚ (E‰Ú¥…±… n˘∫… Ω˛W……Æ˙ Ø˚{…B)
 ¥…n‰˘∂… : US$ 1000/- (E‰Ú¥…±… $ BEÚ Ω˛W……Æ˙)
+…< B∫… B∫… Bx… 0972 - 2351
|…EÚ… ∂…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… ¥…π…« - 2007
{…ﬁπ`ˆ…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… - 160
∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<  ¥…∂…‰π… |…EÚ…∂…x… ∫…∆. 891212
™…Ω˛ ∫…§… EÚ…‰ ®……±…⁄®… ΩË˛  EÚ BEÚ ¥™…¥…Œ∫l…i… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
|…§…xv…x… ∂……∫…x… {…r˘ i… E‰Ú  ±…B ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ  ∫…r˘…xi……Â {…Æ˙
+…v…… Æ˙i… BEÚ  ¥…∑…∫…x…“™… +…ËÆ˙ ±…I™…  x…v……« Æ˙i… ∫…⁄S…x……
Ω˛…‰x…… + x…¥……™…« ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛ M…¥…« EÚ“ §……i… ΩË˛  EÚ ∫…“ B®… B°Ú
+…Æ˙ +…< E‰Ú {……∫… B‰∫…“ BEÚ |…h……±…“ ={…±…§v… ΩË˛, V……‰ n÷˘ x…™……
®…Â +§… i…EÚ ={…±…§v… =iEﬁÚπ]ı i…Æ˙“EÚ…+…Â ®…Â ∫l……x… {……™…“
M…™…“ ΩË˛ V……‰ 1950 E‰Ú ∫……±……Â i…EÚ +∫{…π]ı Æ˙Ω˛“ ∫…∆{…n˘…
®……‰ x…]ıÀÆ˙M… |…h……±…“ EÚ…‰ {… Æ˙¥…i…«x… ∂…“±… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
{… Æ˙o˘∂™……Â E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ˙  x…Æ˙xi…Æ˙ {… Æ˙πEﬁÚi… EÚÆ˙i…“ +… Æ˙Ω˛“ ΩË˛*
<∫… ∫…∆{…n˘… ®……‰ x…]ıÀÆ˙M… |…h……±…“ EÚ“ ∫…°Ú±…i……+…Â ®…Â BEÚ ΩË˛
+x…x™… +…Ãl…EÚ ®…‰J…±…… E‰Ú  ¥…n˘…‰ Ω˛i… i…]ı“™… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â
E‰Ú ∫…∆{…n˘…¥……Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ ∫…∆¶……Æ˙¥……Æ˙ +¥…i…Æ˙h……Â EÚ…, <∫…E‰Ú  ±…B
±…M……B M…B ®…i∫™…x… |…™……∫……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… +…EÚ±…x…* ™…Ω˛ ∫…⁄S…x……
∫……l…«EÚ ∫…∆{…n˘…  x…v……«Æ˙h… E‰Ú V… Æ˙B  ¥…¥…‰EÚ“ ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… Æ˙h…x…“ i…™……ƒ
 ¥…EÚ ∫…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ®…Â §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ΩË˛* ∫…“ B®… B°Ú
+…Æ˙ +…< <∫…E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z… |…EÚ…∂…x……Â u˘…Æ˙… ∫…®…™… ∫…®…™… {…Æ˙
<∫… ∫…⁄S…x…… EÚ…  ¥…EÚ“h…«x… EÚÆ˙i…“ +… Æ˙Ω˛“ ΩË˛* ™…Ω˛  ¥…∂…‰π…
|…EÚ…∂…x… 1985 ∫…‰ 2004 i…EÚ E‰Ú ¥…π……Á E‰Ú +¥…i…Æ˙h……Â E‰Ú
+x…÷®……x… E‰Ú ∫……l… |…®…÷J… ∞¸{… ∫…‰ n‰˘∂… E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z… I…‰j……Â ∫…‰
 ¥…n˘…‰ Ω˛i… ∫…∆{…n˘…+…Â EÚ“ =i{……n˘x… |…¥…h…i…… ¶…“ |…n˘…x… EÚÆ˙i……
ΩË˛* <∫…  ¥…∂…‰π… |…EÚ…∂…x… ®…Â BEÚ +…®…÷J…, +…∆EÚb˜… ∫…∆O…Ω˛h…
EÚ“ Æ˙“ i…, +…ËÆ˙ |…i™…‰EÚ I…‰j… EÚ“ =i{……n˘x… |…¥…h…i…… E‰Ú  ¥…¥…Æ˙h…
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E‰Ú §……n˘ i…]ı¥…i…‘ Æ˙…V™……Â, ™……x…“ {……Œ∂S…®… §…∆M……±…, =b˜“∫……,
+…xw…… |…n‰˘∂…, i… ®…±…x……b÷˜, {……Â b˜S…‰Æ˙“ E‰Ú ∫…∆P… ∂…… ∫…i… I…‰j…,
E‰ÚÆ˙±…, EÚx……«]ıEÚ, M……‰+…, ®…Ω˛…Æ˙…π]≈ı +…ËÆ˙ M…÷V…Æ˙…i… ∫… Ω˛i… {…⁄Æ‰˙
¶……Æ˙i… ®…Â 1985-2004 EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®…UÙ±…“
+¥…i…Æ˙h……Â {…Æ˙  EÚB M…B ∫…∆{…n˘…¥……Æ˙ +…EÚ±…x… |…∫i…÷i…  EÚ™……
M…™…… ΩË˛* |…i™…‰EÚ Æ˙…V™… ®…Â 1985-2004 i…EÚ EÚ“ §…“∫… ¥…π…«
EÚ“ +¥… v… ®…Â Ω÷˛B ¥……Ãπ…EÚ ∫…∆{…n˘…¥……Æ˙ +¥…i…Æ˙h……Â EÚ… §™……‰Æ˙…
|…i™…‰EÚ  i…®……Ω˛“ E‰Ú +¥…i…Æ˙h……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… ={…±…§v…  EÚ™…… M…™……
ΩË˛* |…EÚ…∂…x… E‰Ú +∆i… ®…Â ¶……Æ˙i… EÚ“ ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ“
Œ∫l… i… ¥™…Ci… EÚÆ˙x…‰ ¥……±…‰ |…EÚ…∂…x……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… ¥…π…« 1985 E‰Ú
{…Ω˛±…‰ ={…±…§v… b˜…]ı…+…Â {…Æ˙ |…EÚ…∂… b˜…±…x…‰¥……±…‰ E÷ÚUÙ {…`ˆx…
∫……®… O…™……ƒ ¶…“ ={…±…§v…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛*
∂…“π…«EÚ : ]ı¨⁄x…… {…Æ˙ O…∆l…-∫…⁄S…“
O…∆l…EÚ…Æ˙ : Bx…. V…“. E‰Ú.  {…±±…Ë +…ËÆ˙
V™……‰i…“ ¥…“. ®…±±…™™……
|…EÚ…∂…EÚ : ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<, EÚ…‰S…“x…
+…< B∫… B∫… Bx… : 0972-2351
|…EÚ… ∂…i… EÚÆ˙x…‰ EÚ… ¥…π…« : 2007
{…ﬁπ`ˆ…Â EÚ“ ∫…∆J™…… : 320
 V…±n˘∫……V…“ : ∏…‰π`ˆ  V…±n˘
=iEﬁÚπ]ı J……t ®…⁄±™… EÚ“ ]ı ⁄¨x…… i…]ı“™… ®…U÷Ù+…Æ˙…Â B¥…∆ ∫…÷n⁄˘Æ˙
I…‰j……Â ®…Â ®…i∫™…x… S…±……x…‰ ¥……±…‰ Æ˙…π]≈ı…Â EÚ“ ±… I…i… ®…UÙ ±…™……ƒ
ΩÈ˛* i…]ı“™… +…ËÆ˙ ∫……M…Æ˙“™… V…±…I…‰j……Â ®…Â ]ı¨⁄x…… EÚ“  ¥… ¶…z…
V…… i…™……ƒ ={…±…§v… ΩÈ˛  V…x…EÚ…‰  ¥… ¶…z… |…EÚ…Æ˙ E‰Ú ®…i∫™…x… ™……x……Â
+…ËÆ˙ ∫…∆¶……Æ˙…Â u˘…Æ˙… {…EÚb˜… V……i…… ΩÈ˛* ¥…π…« 2005 ®…Â  ¥…∂¥…
EÚ… ]ı¨⁄x…… +¥…i…Æ˙h… 4.3  ®… ±…™…x… ]ıx… i…EÚ {…Ω÷ƒ˛S… M…™……
l……* +xi…Æ˙Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“J……t ¥™……{……Æ˙ ®…Â 15% ™……‰M…n˘…x…
E‰Ú ∫……l… ]ı ⁄¨x…… n⁄˘∫…Æ˙… ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« =i{……n˘ ΩË˛* ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ
{…÷∫i…EÚ ∫…®…“I……1213
{…EÚb˜ ®…Â ¥…W…x… EÚ“ o˘Œπ]ı ®…Â 5% ∫…‰ EÚ®… Ω˛…‰x…‰ {…Æ˙ ¶…“,
b˜…‰±…Æ˙ ®…⁄±™… (US $ 5.3  §… ±…™…x…) EÚ“ o˘Œπ]ı ∫…‰ <x…EÚ…
™……‰M…n˘…x… §…Ω÷˛i… >ƒS…… ΩË˛* +x…x™… +…Ãl…EÚ ®…‰J…±……  ¥… x…™…®……Â
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+…ËÆ˙ +x™… +∆i…Æ˙Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… ∫…¶……+…Â ®…Â  ¥…EÚ…∫…, ={…™……‰M… +…ËÆ˙
|…§…xv…x… EÚ“ {…Ω˛±…÷+…Â {…Æ˙ ]ı¨⁄x…… ®…i∫™…x… +…ËÆ˙ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
|…®…÷J…  ¥…π…™… §…x… M…B ΩÈ˛* <x…°Ú…‰ °Ú∂… EÚ“ 20 ¥…” ¥……Ãπ…EÚ
∂……∫…“  x…EÚ…™… §…Ë`ˆEÚ E‰Ú |…®…÷J…  ¥…π…™……Â ®…Â ]ı¨⁄x…… ®…i∫™…x… ¶…“
∂…… ®…±…  EÚ™…… M…™…… l……* +…x…‰¥……±…‰ ¥…π……Á ®…Â ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ =t…‰M… ®…Â ]ı ⁄¨x…… EÚ…‰ ®…Ω˛i¥…{…⁄h…« ∫l……x… |……{i… Ω˛…‰
V……BM……*
]ı ⁄¨x…… +…ËÆ˙ ]ı ⁄¨x…… ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ ®…Â n‰˘∂…- ¥…n‰˘∂… ®…Â Ω÷˛B +x…÷∫…∆v……x…
+…ËÆ˙  ¥…EÚ…∫… EÚ…™…«EÚ±……{……Â x…‰ <∫…E‰Ú ∫…… Ω˛i™… EÚ“ i…‰W… §…f¯i…“
E‰Ú  ±…B EÚ…°Ú“ ®…n˘n˘ EÚ“ ΩË˛* EÚ<« ¥…π……Á ∫…‰ <∫…  ¥…π…™… {…Æ˙
+ ¶…±…‰ J…i… ∫…… Ω˛i™…  ¥… ¶…z… Æ˙…π]≈ı“™… +…ËÆ˙ +∆i…Æ˙Æ˙…π]≈ı“™…
{… j…EÚ…+…Â, EÚ…™…«¥…ﬁii……Â,  ¥…¥…Æ˙ h…EÚ…+…Â,  ¥…∂…‰π… |…EÚ…∂…x……Â +…ËÆ˙
∫x……i…EÚ…‰ii…Æ˙ +…ËÆ˙ b˜…C]ıÆ˙“™… l…“ ∫…∫……Â ®…Â  §…J…Æ‰˙ {…b‰˜ Ω÷˛B ΩË˛*
BEÚ ∂……‰v…EÚi……« E‰Ú  ±…B <x… |…EÚ…∂…x……Â ∫…‰ ∫…⁄S…x……B∆ |……{i…
EÚÆ˙x…… §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ EÚ `ˆx… EÚ…™…« ΩË˛*
E‰Úxp˘“™… ∫…®…÷p˘“ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ∫…∆∫l……x…  ¥… ¶…z…  ¥…π…™……Â
EÚ“ O…∆l… ∫…⁄S…“ §…x……x…‰ ®…Â +i…“¥… v™……x… n‰˘i…“ +… Æ˙Ω˛“ ΩË˛*
∫…∆∫l……x… x…‰ +¶…“ i…EÚ {…J…®…UÙ ±…™……Â +…ËÆ˙ EÚ¥…S… ®…UÙ ±…™……Â
E‰Ú  ¥… ¶…z… {…Ω˛±…÷+…Â {…Æ˙ <∫… |…EÚ…Æ˙ EÚ“ BEÚ n˘V…«x… ∫…‰ ¶…“
+ v…EÚ O…∆l… ∫…⁄ S…™……Â EÚ… |…EÚ…∂…x…  EÚ™…… ΩË˛* ¥…i…«®……x… =t®…
]ı ⁄¨x…… O…∆l…-∫…⁄S…“ ®…Â ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“, V…Ë ¥…EÚ“, |…¶…¥…  x…v……«Æ˙h…,
]ËıÀM…M… +…ËÆ˙ |…¥……∫…“ +v™…™…x…, ∫…∆O…Ω˛h… +…ËÆ˙ ∫…∆O…Ω˛h……‰ii…Æ˙
|……Ët…‰ M… EÚ™……ƒ, ¥™……{……Æ˙, ∫…÷Æ˙I…… +…ËÆ˙ |…§…xv…x… {…Æ˙ ∫…∆n˘¶…« ∫…⁄S…“
¶…“ V……‰b˜ n˘“ M…™…“ ΩË˛* O…∆l…EÚ…Æ˙…Â x…‰  ¥… ¶…z… n‰˘∂……Â u˘…Æ˙… |…EÚ… ∂…i…
234 i…EÚx…“EÚ“ {… j…EÚ…+…Â ®…Â  §…J…Æ‰˙ Ω÷˛B ∫…¶…“ ∫…∆M…i… ∫…… Ω˛i™…
EÚ…‰ <∫… ®…Â ∂…… ®…±… EÚÆ˙x…‰ E‰Ú  ±…B ¶…Æ˙∫…EÚ |…™……∫…  EÚ™…… ΩË˛*
b˜…Ï. Bx…. V…“. E‰Ú.  {…±±…Ë, +v™…I…, ¥…‰±……{…¥…i…‘ ®……Œi∫™…EÚ“
|…¶……M… +…ËÆ˙ b˜…Ï. V™……‰i…“ ¥…“. ®…±±…™™……, +x…÷∫…∆v……x… +v™…‰i……
u˘…Æ˙… ∫…∆EÚ ±…i… B¥…∆ ∫…∆{…… n˘i… <∫… O…∆l… ∫…⁄S…“ ®…Â <∫… ¥…… h…ŒV™…EÚ
|…®…÷J… ¥…M…« ∫…‰ ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… ∫…¶…“ ={…±…§v… |…EÚ…∂…x……Â EÚ…‰ ¥…‰§…
∫……<]ı ∫… Ω˛i… ∂…… ®…±…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛, i…… EÚ <∫… I…‰j… ®…Â
EÚ…™…«Æ˙i… ∂……‰v…EÚi……«+…Â u˘…Æ˙… ±……¶… =`ˆ… V…… ∫…E‰Ú* +…`ˆ +±…M…
¶……M……Â ®…Â 2000 ∫…‰ ¶…“ + v…EÚ ∂…“π…«EÚ…Â EÚ…‰ <∫… O…∆l…∫…⁄S…“ ®…Â
∫…∆∫…⁄ S…i…  EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩË˛* +x……™……∫… ={…™……‰M… E‰Ú  ±…B  ¥…π…™…
∫…⁄S…“ +…ËÆ˙ O…∆l…EÚ…Æ˙ ∫…⁄S…“ ¶…“ V……‰b˜ n˘“ M…™…“ ΩË˛* +…®…÷J…
+v™……™… ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ∫…®…÷p˘…Â ∫…‰ ]ı ⁄¨x…… E‰Ú I…‰j… {…Ω˛S……x… {…Æ˙
|…EÚ…∂… b˜…±…i…… ΩË˛* <∫…E‰Ú §……n˘  ¥…∂¥… B¥…∆ ¶……Æ˙i…“™… ]ı ⁄¨x……
®……Œi∫™…EÚ“ EÚ“ |…¥…h…i……+…Â {…Æ˙ BEÚ ∫…∆ I…{i…  ¥…¥…Æ˙h…, |…®…÷J…
V…… i…™……Â EÚ“ Œ∫l… i…, ]ı ⁄¨x…… {……±…x…/®…÷]ı…™…x…, ]ı ⁄¨x…… |…V…x…x…
B¥…∆ ±……¶… +…ËÆ˙ ®…i∫™…x… Æ˙“ i…™……Â {…Æ˙ ¶…“ ∫…⁄S…x……B∆ |…n˘…x…
EÚÆ˙i…“ ΩË˛* <∫… {…÷∫i…EÚ ®…Â |…∫i…÷i… O…∆l…∫…⁄S…“ ®…Â ∫…“v…… E⁄Ún˘x…‰ E‰Ú
{…Ω˛±…‰ {……f¯EÚ EÚ…‰ <∫… ∫…∆{…n˘… {…Æ˙ BEÚ +¥…±……‰EÚx… <∫… +…®…÷J…
u˘…Æ˙… |……{i… Ω˛…‰ V……BM……* ™…Ω˛ O…∆l…∫…⁄S…“ ¶…⁄ ¥…Y……x… ®…∆j……±…™…, x…<«
 n˘±±…“ u˘…Æ˙…  x… v…§…r˘ {… Æ˙™……‰V…x…… ""¶……Æ˙i…“™… +x…x™… ®…‰J…±……
EÚ“ ]ı ⁄¨x…… ∫…∆{…n˘… - §…f¯i…“ +…ËÆ˙ |…¥……∫…“ |… i…®……x……Â {…Æ˙ BEÚ
 x…v……«Æ˙h…'' EÚ… {… Æ˙h……®… ΩË˛* ∫…∆§…∆ v…i… ∫…… Ω˛i™… {…Æ˙ i…‰W… {…Ω÷ƒ˛S…
|…n˘…x… EÚÆ˙x…‰¥……±…… ™…Ω˛ |…EÚ…∂…x… +…x…‰¥……±…‰ ∂……‰v…EÚi……«+…Â E‰Ú
 ±…B §…Ω÷˛i… Ω˛“ ={…™……‰M…“ +…v……Æ˙ Ω˛…‰M……*
∫…®…“I…… : Bx…. ¥…‰h…÷M……‰{……±…, ∫…“ B®… B°Ú +…Æ˙ +…<, EÚ…‰S…“x…
